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Figure 0 ‘Lavtrykk i Arktis’ by Erik M. Næss 
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Introduction 
The arctic climate system is a web of fascinating and complex air-sea-ice interactions 
where water in its frozen form can be found year-round in the Greenland Ice 
Sheet, glaciers, multi-year sea ice, and perennial snow. The dominance of ice in 
the Arctic is largely attributed to strong net surface heat losses during the polar 
night, when the sun remains below horizon for several months. Sea ice in 
particular plays a crucial role in the arctic climate system, as it isolates the 
atmosphere from oceanic heat and moisture, and reflects solar radiation much 
more strongly than the open ocean.  
In this thesis I focus my attention on the atmospheric component of the intense air-sea-
ice energy exchanges occurring over the high-latitude North Atlantic, especially 
in winter. Of primary interest for this work is the area surrounding the Svalbard 
archipelago located between Fram Strait, a part of the Greenland Sea, and 
Barents Sea. This region, situated at the nexus of both atmospheric and oceanic 
poleward heat transport pathways, has experienced warming in winter at some of 
the fastest rates observed globally. This winter warming has been accompanied 
by extensive winter season sea ice loss east and north of Svalbard, with critical 
implications for the arctic climate system.  
 Extratropical cyclones, commonly referred to as low pressure systems, traveling along 
the North Atlantic cyclone track are the main atmospheric heat source to the 
Arctic in winter. Warm, moist air transported polewards in these cyclones 
dramatically alters the thermal stability of the atmospheric boundary layer by 
cutting off lower atmospheric cooling and raising surface and lower-tropospheric 
temperatures. In extreme cases with warm enough air, cyclonic activity can 
result in rain-on-snow events and the onset of melt even in midwinter. The 
strength and orientation of the cyclone tracks, on which these low-pressures 
travel, thus exert a strong control on the regional climate. To address existing 
knowledge gaps and attempt to better understand the role of atmospheric 
circulation on the arctic climate system as a whole, this thesis is broadly 
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motivated by the need to find out how atmospheric circulation around Svalbard 
has changed over the last decades. This work further examines if - and if so, by 
which mechanisms - circulation changes are connected to the observed extreme 
winter warming rates and sea ice loss. 
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Figure 1 Map of Svalbard. The dots (red and blue) represent locations of permanent 
mast-based weather stations. The stations marked by red dots are used in this thesis 
for model validation and local variability studies. The dots with a white filling 
represent settlements, with year-round human activity (NYÅ = Ny-Ålesund, 
PYR=Pyramiden, LYR =Longyearbyen, BB = Barentsburg, SVE =Svea and HNS = 
the Polish research station in Hornsund). The light red arrows mark the West 
Spitsbergen Current (WSC) transporting warm and saline water masses northwards 
and the dark blue arrow mark the cold and fresh coastal current (CC). The location 
of these currents is reproduced according to Carmack et al. (2015) and Muckenhuber 
et al. (2014) and should be viewed as schematics and not an exact position of these 
currents. The 2013-2018 DJF mean sea ice extent  (gray-black-line) is based on data 
from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis -system 
(OSTIA)(Donlon et al. 2012). 
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Abstract 
The high-latitude North Atlantic -especially the Svalbard archipelago and its 
surrounding seas - has undergone remarkable changes in the last half-century. These 
regions are recognized as a hotspot of the Arctic Amplification (AA), referring to the 
faster warming rates in the Arctic when compared to lower latitudes, manifested in the 
form of rapid warming and sea ice loss. The most pronounced changes occur in 
winter, when the sun remains below the horizon, and heat transport from lower 
latitudes in both atmosphere and ocean is the main energy source. The relationship 
between atmospheric circulation changes and the AA is not fully understood, and 
there are knowledge-gaps in particular on the regional scale. This thesis is motivated 
by the wish to quantify cyclone track changes and increase the knowledge of their role 
in the documented rapid temperature increases in Svalbard and the sea ice losses in 
north and east of this archipelago.  
We utilized an automated cyclone tracking algorithm to create a seasonal cyclone 
climatology for the high-latitude North Atlantic in the period 1979-2016 based on the 
mean sea-level pressure from the reanalysis product ERA-Interim from the European 
Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). When calculating the trends 
over this period we find an increase of cyclone densities around Svalbard and a 
corresponding decrease in the southeastern Barents Sea of a magnitude +/- 3 cyclones/
winter per decade. Based on composite analysis, we find that these changes are in line 
with a trend towards warmer and wetter winter conditions in the northern Barents Sea 
and over Svalbard. The opposing trends, i.e. no significant changes in cyclogenesis 
and an increase in local baroclinicity north of Svalbard, all speak for a shift towards a 
more meridional winter cyclone track in the seas around Svalbard.  
To advance the understanding of local 2-m air temperature and precipitation 
sensitivity to atmospheric circulation in the recent climate, with more winter cyclones 
around Svalbard, we studied the period 2013-2018 with a high-resolution numerical 
weather prediction model. The main finding of this study, forming a part this thesis, is 
that in the current climate, potentially high societal impact, rain-on-snow (ROS) 
events are 
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common phenomenon in the recent Svalbard winters with up to 11 events per winter 
in the southwestern parts of the archipelago. The clear majority of events with 
widespread ROS (in this study defined as more than 3% of Svalbard's land grid points 
experiencing ROS) occur with southerly and southwesterly flow over Svalbard. These 
flow directions occur in situations with a cyclone in southern Fram Strait - a region 
with a positive cyclone trend in the 1979-2016 winter climatology.  
On a regional scale the warming has been largest in the northern and eastern parts of 
the Svalbard archipelago. We report extreme winter warming rates up to 3 K/decade  
in the north accompanied by significant (p <0.05) increases in both accumulated 
precipitation (+ 44.6 mm/decade) and the number of precipitation days (+5.2 
days/decade ) over the period 1960-2017 based on the Norwegian hindcast product 
NORA10. The warming is significant, but only half of that in magnitude in the 
southern and western parts of the archipelago. We found the local warming and 
wettening in the north to correlate well with sea ice changes north of the archipelago 
and this is attributed to upwind changes of northeasterly flow. This effect is, however,  
further enhanced by a moderate, but significant increase in northerly winds aligning 
with the increased frequency of winter season meridional flow.   
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Aim of the Study 
The overarching motivation of this study is a) to quantify changes in synoptic-scale 
atmospheric circulation in the high-latitude North-Atlantic (Papers I and III), and b) 
to better understand how the regional climate in and around the Svalbard archipelago 
is affected by these changes (Papers I-III). These regions have experienced rapid 
warming and sea ice loss over the last decades, especially in winter, and have been 
identified as a hotspots of the ongoing climate change. Located at the periphery of the 
North Atlantic cyclone track, the atmosphere over the high-latitude North Atlantic is 
strongly affected by extratropical cyclones bringing warm and moist air masses 
poleward. As a result of this climatological situation, understanding the role played by 
atmospheric circulation and cyclone activity in the alarming winter warming and 
moistening is crucial. The main goal of this thesis is thus to increase knowledge of the 
atmospheric circulation aspect of the arctic climate change on a regional scale around 
Svalbard.  
Special attention is given to rapidly changing winter season temperatures and 
precipitation. The influence of synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation on potentially 
high-impact rain-on-snow events is highlighted in Paper II. As these relatively short-
lived events can have season-long consequences for ecosystems, cryospheric processes 
and infrastructure, they demonstrate the considerable influence an individual cyclone 
event can have on Svalbard’s environment. Paper I quantify trends in atmospheric 
circulation and addresses the physical drivers behind these changes including various 
climate indices and baroclinicity. Paper III investigates the relative contributions of 
specific atmospheric circulation changes and shifting upwind conditions of frequent 




This chapter introduces the reader to the scientific foundation of this work and 
provides the background knowledge necessary to understand the achievements of this 
thesis.  
Extra-Tropical Cyclones & Atmospheric Circulation 
Extra-tropical cyclones are responsible for the majority of weather - winds, 
precipitation and rapid temperature changes - in mid-and high-latitude regions. In 
everyday language these weather features are often referred to as low pressure 
systems, cyclones, or sometimes even just storms. In meteorological terms, however, 
storm is a measure of wind speed and is not a suitable synonym to a low pressure.  
Cyclones play an important role in poleward transport of heat, moisture and 
momentum in the atmosphere. These ‘waves of weather’ are particularly important to 
the weather of regions such as western Europe, Scandinavia, and North America that 
are situated at the eastern margins of the large ocean basins, located downstream of the 
cyclone tracks running west-to-east over both the North Atlantic and the Pacific.  
The study of extra-tropical cyclones, their dynamics, and their impact on both weather 
and climate dates back to the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In 1919, the 
Norwegian physicist Jacob Bjerknes laid the basis for our current understanding of the 
structure and life cycle of extratropical cyclones (Figure 2) (Bjerknes and Solberg 
1922; Bjerknes 1919). Even today the surface-level air mass interfaces associated with 
cyclone activity are called fronts, a naming convention inspired by warfare in the 
aftermath of World War I. The classical Norwegian polar front theory outlined by 
Bjerknes is predicated on the presence of strong temperature gradients at these surface 
fronts, where wavelike disturbances form along the interface between cold polar and 
warmer mid-latitude air. The wind blows cyclonically around these disturbances (anti-
clockwise in the northern hemisphere) parallel to the isobars - lines of constant 
atmospheric pressures. The cyclone itself moves eastward following upper-level 
westerly winds. 
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The leading edge of the wave, where warm air penetrates poleward, is referred to as 
the warm front and the rear edge of the wave where cold air moves southward is called 
the cold front. When the cold air undercuts the warmer, lighter air (the cold front 
“catches up” to the warm front), the resulting air mass boundary is called an occluded 
front and is related to cyclone decay (Bjerknes and Solberg 1922 ;Lynch et al. 2006).  
To get an understanding of the synoptic scale, spatially extra-tropical cyclones cover 
typically an area with a diameter of 1000 km, whereas the frontal zones have a cross-
section of hundreds of kilometers. The cyclone advances at a speed of 15-20 m/s, 
depending on the strength of the upper level winds (Figure 2). Temporally 
extratropical cyclones have a characteristic lifetime of 3-5 days (Dacre et al. 2012).     
Although advances in dynamical meteorology have extended and modified the 
specifics, Bjerknes’ polar front theory still stands, in 2020, as a cornerstone of 
synoptic meteorology and forms a conceptual basis for our understanding of extra-
tropical cyclones (Reed 1990). 
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Figure 2 Idealized cyclone presented by the Bergen school (Bjerknes and Solberg 
1922, their Fig. 1). The figure is provided through the courtesy of the Norwegian 
Geophysical Society. 
 
Just before World War II, Carl G. Rossby laid the mathematical basis for describing 
the vertical structure of extra-tropical cyclones (Rossby 1939). Rossby showed that 
surface cyclone activity is connected to upper-level planetary waves, also known as 
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Rossby waves. These waves owe their existence to the north-south oriented planetary 
vorticity gradient and topography on our rotating Earth. Rossby’s findings are an 
important part of the foundation of the modern understanding of atmospheric and 
ocean dynamic (e.g Gill 2016; Holton 1973). Rossby’s mathematical work shows that 
the poleward advection of potential vorticity on the leading edge of a upper level 
trough helps facilitate surface cyclogenesis (birth of extra-tropical cyclones).   
Following Rossby, pioneering work by Charney (1947) and Eady (1949) lead to the 
discovery of baroclinic instability -a sharp horizontal temperature gradient and/or 
strong vertical wind shear. Baroclinicity has a fundamental role in cyclogenesis and 
cyclone intensification. This theory helps explain why cyclones tend to form and 
intensify in regions with strong surface temperature gradients, and why their tracks, 
intensity and speed are determined by the upper-level jet stream (Shaw et al. 2016).  
The eddy-driven jet stream, also known as the polar jet, provides the vertical wind 
shear component required to maintain baroclinic instability and nurtures mid-latitude 
cyclogenesis and cyclone intensification. This band of strong westerly winds is a 
product of eddy momentum flux convergence due to baroclinic waves, or, in other 
words, cyclone activity (Hoskins et al. 1983; Panetta and Held 1988). In addition to 
the polar jet, a thermally driven subtropical jet is found at the northern flank of the 
Hadley cell (Held and Hou 1980). Despite their different formation mechanisms, the 
polar and the subtropical jets are not always easy to tell apart. When the zone of the 
strongest baroclinicity occurs near the latitude of the subtropical jet, the two can 
merge; if the subtropical jet is weak and forms at lower latitudes, the two jets can be 
well-separated. The latter scenario is typically the case during the boreal winter over 
the North Atlantic when the storm track is at its strongest (Lee and Kim 2003). 
Additionally, in situations with the polar jet being found far south an Arctic Front jet 
may emerge  at higher latitudes (Serebreny et al. 1962). 
On a conceptual level, jet streams are physical manifestations of the thermal wind law, 
which states that a meridional temperature gradient produces vertical wind shear 
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normal to the gradient, when geostrophic balance in the horizontal and hydrostatic 
balance in the vertical applies. This theory explains why the westerly wind maxima at 
the jetstream core is found in the upper troposphere (12-15 km at the equator, 8-10 km 
in the polar regions) and why cyclones propagate eastward as they develop (Lynch et 
al. 2006; Holton 1973). The waves in this flow bring us back to Rossby and the 
planetary waves counteracting the meridional planetary vorticity gradient, linking 
surface weather to the vertical structure of the atmospheric column.  
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The Changing Arctic Climate System 
This thesis is staged by dramatic pan-Arctic environmental changes that have occurred 
over the last half a century. The Arctic regions have undergone rapid climatic changes 
in the past decades, with atmospheric warming rates 2-4 times higher than what is 
observed globally (NOAA 2019;Cohen et al. 2014). This amplified warming is 
commonly referred to as ‘Arctic Amplification’ (AA) and is a key feature in both 
observed and modelled climate changes (Serreze et al. 2008; Screen and Simmonds 
2010a; Cohen et al. 2014; Dai et al. 2019). This phenomenon is strongest in the winter 
season (Figure 3) and in the lowermost troposphere (Screen et al. 2013; Serreze et al. 
2008). AA is furthermore clearly stronger than its southern hemispheric counterpart, 
the Antarctic warming (Turner et al. 2007; Marshall et al. 2014).  
A number of phenomena and feedback mechanisms have been identified to contribute 
to AA. One of the most notorious drivers of AA are the feedback mechanisms and 
atmospheric interactions associated with diminishing Arctic sea ice cover (Figure 4) 
(Dai et al. 2019; Stroeve and Notz 2018; Screen and Simmonds 2010b; Vihma 2014; 
Onarheim et al. 2018). In addition to the central role of sea ice in the Arctic climate 
system and the well-known ice-albedo feedback mechanism (Thackeray and Hall 
2019; Kashiwase et al. 2017), increased poleward heat transport both in the 
atmosphere (Cai 2005; Gong et al. 2017; Screen et al. 2018b; Zhang et al. 2008; 
Graversen et al. 2008) and the ocean (Chylek et al. 2009; Årthun et al. 2012; 
Spielhagen et al. 2011), dampened long-wave (LW) surface cooling due to the stability 
of the Arctic atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) (Bintanja et al. 2011; Pithan and 
Mauritsen 2014) and amplified LW surface warming due to increased atmospheric 
moisture and cloudiness (Park et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2013; Naakka et al. 2019; 
Vihma et al. 2016; Nygård et al. 2019; Rinke et al. 2019) have been proposed, among 
other processes (Screen and Francis 2016; Ding et al. 2014), to contribute to AA. 
However, even though AA is captured and documented in a vast number of 
observational and model-based studies, the exact physical processes and their relative 
contributions remain a subject of debate (Dai et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2019). The central 
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components of the debate stem from questions associated with why AA is strongest in 
winter when darkness prevails and the ice albedo feedback is non-existent. 
Figure 3) Difference between the mean a) winter and b) summer 2-m air 
temperatures [°C]in the periods 1979-1999 and 2000-2019 (the anomaly is the latter 
period minus the former period; positive anomaly means warming in time). The data 
is from the Reanalysis product ERA5, the successor of ERA-Interim used in Paper I, 
from the European Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. Both images are 
reprinted with the permission of Climate Reanalyzer (https://ClimateReanalyzer.org), 
Climate Change Institute, University of Maine, USA. 
What is known is that AA and the observed changes result from a number of complex 
interactions involving the atmosphere, ocean, land surfaces and the cryosphere. The 
complexity of the underlying processes makes filling existing knowledge gaps 
challenging. Challenges result from, among other things, a sparse observational 
network containing short and fragmented time series and a large internal interannual 
and decadal variability leading to large biases in modelled climate data. Although the 
Arctic is remote, limited in area, and sparsely populated, the arctic climate system’s 
importance to the global energy balance combined with an increasing body of 
evidence showing linkages between AA and mid-latitude climate and weather (Deser 
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et al. 2017; Vihma 2014; Francis et al. 2017; Cohen et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2013; 
Cohen et al. 2019) demonstrate the global implications of rapid environmental changes 
in the high latitudes and make confronting these challenges necessary.  
Figure 4) (a) March (blue), September (red), and annual mean (black) Northern 
Hemisphere sea ice extent, 1979–2016. Shaded regions indicate plus and minus one 
standard deviation. Linear sea ice concentration trends (% decade−1) in (b) 
September and (c) March, 1979–2016. Black contours show the mean sea ice edge. 
This Figure is reprinted from (Onarheim et al. 2018) with the permission of American 
Meteorological Society (AMS). 
Atmospheric circulation is a key element in the environmental linkages between the 
Arctic and the mid-latitudes (Barnes and Screen 2015; Walsh 2014). However, 
atmospheric circulation responses to the ongoing climate change are not well-
established, especially at the regional scale (Screen et al. 2018b; Collins et al. 2018; 
Shepherd 2014). This is particularly true at high-latitudes where atmospheric 
variability associated with the annular modes of circulation remains poorly resolved 
and a considerable source of uncertainty (Deser et al. 2012). 
On an Arctic-wide scale it is known that the Arctic Oscillation (AO), also known as 
the Northern Annular Mode (NAM), is the dominant mode of atmospheric variability 
(Thompson and Wallace 2000). A positive (negative) AO corresponds to strengthened 
(weakened) zonally averaged westerly winds due to anomalously low (high) surface 
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pressure over the Arctic and anomalously high (low) pressure over the mid-latitudes 
(Figure 5). Considerable progress has been made in the last decade with regards to 
understanding the impact Arctic sea ice has on the AO variability. Several studies have 
reported a positive correlation between Arctic sea ice and AO (Nakamura et al. 2015; 
Yang et al. 2016) and modelling studies support a causal link between these two 
(Deser et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2017; McCusker et al. 2017). Two mechanisms by 
which sea ice can force the AO are identified; one tropospheric and one stratospheric 
(Sun et al. 2015). The suggested stratospheric mechanism is linking low early winter 
ice-cover on Barents and Kara Seas and enhanced upward propagation of planetary 
waves leading to a weaker midwinter stratospheric polar vortex. A weak stratospheric 
vortex is found to preferentially induce negative AO (Nakamura et al. 2016; Kim et al. 
2014). The tropospheric mechanism involves changing cyclone activity and cyclone 
track characteristics as a response to the changing meridional temperature gradient and 
baroclinicity (Wu and Smith 2016).
Figure 5) Conceptual model of a) negative and b) positive phases of Arctic Oscillation 
(AO). This simplified illustration does not separate the thermodynamically and eddy 
driven jet streams, but rather shows their joint contribution. This figure has been 
reprinted and modified with the permission from Weather Underground 
(https://www.wunderground.com/). 
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Data and Methods 
This thesis employs model data both from reanalysis products (ERA-Interim from the 
European Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts in Paper I and the Norwegian 
hindcast dataset NORA10 in Paper III) and the operational numerical weather 
prediction (NWP) AROME-Arctic (Paper II). Additional continuous weather data 
from automatic weather stations connect this work to actual observations.   
Cyclone Tracking 
Cyclone tracking refers to algorithm-based detection and tracking of extra-tropical 
cyclones, which produces information about both cyclone movement and qualities - 
including center pressure, radius and intensity - over time. 
Automated cyclone tracking algorithms have gained popularity in global and regional 
scale cyclone activity studies since the early 1990’s. On a conceptual level, cyclone 
tracking in the extratropics presents itself as a straightforward task. Unfortunately, this 
is not reality. The large variability in size, vertical structure, and intensity, combined 
with the rather complex dynamics of cyclone development, movement, and decay 
makes identifying and following these common features objectively a challenge (Neu 
et al. 2013). Situations where cyclones split or merge, thereby changing the number of 
tracked features, place particularly challenging demands on the tracking scheme and 
can induce error. 
Today, a relatively large body of cyclone tracking schemes exists. These schemes vary 
in their methodologies by which they track and identify cyclones, reflecting the lack of 
a single commonly agreed scientific definition of an extratropical cyclone (Neu et al. 
2013 and references within). Depending on how a cyclone is defined, a variety of 
atmospheric variables are used for tracking (Hoskins and Hodges 2002; Raible et al. 
2010; Ulbrich et al. 2009). However, the vast majority of these algorithms use either 
mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) or low-tropospheric vorticity as the tracking metric 
(e.g. Sinclair 1994; Hodges et al. 2003; Rudeva and Gulev 2007; Ulbrich et al. 2009). . 
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MSLP- and vorticity-based cyclone tracking algorithms approach cyclone activity 
differently: vorticity contains more information on the wind field and on the high-
frequency synoptic scale, whereas MSLP is a measure of the mass field and a better 
representation of the low-frequency synoptic scale (Hodges et al. 2003). The tracks 
produced with these two variables are not expected to be identical. The vorticity-based 
center and the lowest surface pressure (MSLP center) do not always co-locate, nor are 
all mobile vorticity centers associated with a MSLP minimum (Sinclair 1994). 
The cyclone tracking algorithm ran for Paper I in this thesis is based on MSLP fields 
(Murray and Simmonds 1991). An MSLP-based tracking algorithm is appropriate for 
addressing a research question tied to regional impacts of cyclone activity, as the 
MSLP field and near-surface conditions, including 2-m air temperatures, winds, and 
precipitation are closely tied together. The exact scheme used, the Melbourne 
University cyclone tracking scheme (Murray and Simmonds 1991), is one of the 
pioneering schemes shown to perform well in a number of comparison studies (Neu et 
al. 2013; Simmonds and Rudeva 2014), and has been previously employed in 
numerous peer-reviewed publications (Rudeva and Simmonds 2015; Simmonds and 
Lim 2009). This scheme scans a given MSLP field and compares the Laplacian of the 
pressure field between adjacent grid points. The Laplacian of the pressure field is 
interpreted as a measure of the cyclone intensity (Petterssen 1957). A given intensity is 
required for the algorithm to recognize a low pressure system. In the set-up ran for 
Paper I the threshold was set to 0.2 hPa·(° latitude)−2 over a radius of 2°. In Paper I, we 
focus only on strong cyclones that have an average value of the Laplacian above 0.7 
hPa·(° latitude)−2 with a well-defined (closed) center. When a pressure depression is 
identified, the low pressure center is determined through an iterative process 
determining the ellipsoid with the best fit to the MSLP field (Murray and Simmonds 
1991). Based on the cyclone’s previous movement and climatological cyclone tracks, 
the algorithm makes a first guess of the cyclone location in the following time step. 
Scanning for MSLP depressions and locating their centers is repeated at each 
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subsequent time step, such that the pressure depression is followed throughout its 
evolution from appearance to decay. 
 Atmospheric Circulation Calendar  
Considering the limitations accompanying automated cyclone detection presented 
above, one could argue that a thorough manual reanalysis of cyclone trajectories based 
on weather maps utilizing all available data (e.g.,Hewson et al. 2000) would result in 
the best tracks. Such a methodology is not feasible in reality over large areas, nor is 
there a single ‘truth’ about a cyclones track. Hence, any results derived from such a 
manual reanalysis would be biased by the analysts’ interpretation. Manual 
classifications of MSLP fields have been found useful on regional and local scales, 
however. Arguably the best recognized of such datasets is the Lamb classification 
made for synoptic situations over the British Isles (Lamb 1972). Typically of a daily 
temporal resolution, these datasets are commonly called atmospheric circulation 
calendars. Despite being somewhat subjective, such datasets provide an avenue to 
study the local manifestation - mainly wind direction - of the atmospheric circulation 
patterns. The large variability in cyclone radii and shape makes it close to impossible 
to derive this information solely from cyclone track data.  
Papers II and III focus on the atmospheric circulation aspect of the arctic winter 
warming regionally in and around Svalbard. In both of these studies, we use the 
“Niedźwiedź Classification” of atmospheric circulation patterns over Svalbard 
(Niedźwiedź, 2013). This classification is an atmospheric circulation calendar with 21 
different synoptic situations identified manually using daily MSLP charts. This 
calendar is constructed with methods very similar to other well-recognized manual 
atmospheric circulation catalogs including the aforementioned Lamb and the 
Grosswetterlage (Hess and Brezowsky, 1952, 1969, 1977). The pressure charts used in 
this classification are synoptic maps published in “Tägliche Wetterbericht” (1950–
1975), “Europäischer Wetterbericht” (1976–2000), and after 2000 on the DWD 
Archives  (http://www.wetter3.de/Archiv/archiv_dwd.html). The calendar builds on 
determining the geostrophic wind direction over Svalbard based on the synoptic MSLP 
charts. The synoptic situations are classified based on the main geostrophic wind 
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direction, which is assessed from MSLP fields. The classification is based on 8 
cardinal and ordinal wind directions labelled with capital letters (N = northerly, NE = 
northeasterly, E = easterly , SE = southeasterly, S= southerly, SW = southwesterly, W 
= westerly and NW = northwesterly). Further, the directions are divided into cyclone 
(c) and anticyclone (a) driven atmospheric circulation patterns. In practice, this means 
that the proximity of a cyclone or an anticyclone to Svalbard dictates whether a 
pressure pattern is classified ‘a’ or ‘c’ (e.g SWc = southwesterly geostrophic wind over 
Svalbard driven by low pressure in the vicinity of Svalbard or, SWa = again, 
southwesterly geostrophic wind over Svalbard but the flow is driven by high pressure 
in the vicinity of Svalbard). In addition to the 16 directional atmospheric circulation 
types, the calendar has four non-directional atmospheric circulation  types (Ca = high 
pressure centre over or very near Svalbard, Ka = high pressure ridge, Cc = low 
pressure centre over or very near Svalbard, Bc = cyclonic trough) and one unclassified 
type, X.
Reanalysis Products  
Reanalysis products are reruns of forecast models and data assimilation systems with 
archived observations, creating global data sets describing the recent history of the 
atmospheric, oceanic and land-surface state. Reanalyses provide consistent and 
convenient 'maps without gaps' used widely in climate and atmospheric sciences.  
 ERA-Interim 
To revisit cyclone tracking briefly: It is not solely the quality of the tracking algorithm 
that defines the merit of the output. The resolution and model physics of the tracked 
dataset is the key to good results. The ERA-interim (ERAI) reanalysis produced by the 
European Centre of Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Dee et al. 2011) is 
proven to perform well in the Arctic (Dufour et al. 2016; Koyama et al. 2017; Naakka 
et al. 2018), and therefore this dataset was chosen for the cyclone tracking in Paper I. 
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This dataset covers the period 1979 to 2019 and is run globally with a native grid 
spacing of 0.75 x 0.75 degrees and 6-hourly temporal resolution. 
NORA10 
Paper III is built on the finer-scale regional reanalysis product NORA10. This product 
is a hindcast run from 1960 to present in a 11x11 km grid (Reistad et al. 2011; Breivik 
et al. 2013). NORA10 is based on the numerical weather prediction model High 
Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) version 6.4.2 (Undén et al. 2002). 
HIRLAM was forced with the global reanalysis ERA40 from ECMWF until 2002 
(Uppala et al. 2005), and thereafter with data from the global NWP model ECMWF 
IFS.  
AROME-Arctic 
AROME-Arctic is a short-range high-resolution operational weather model for the 
European Arctic run and developed by the Norwegian Meteorological Office (MET 
Norway) (Køltzow et al. 2019; Müller et al. 2017). The model domain includes the 
northern part of Norway and surrounding islands, the Barents Sea, the Svalbard 
archipelago, and parts of the Greenland Sea. This model has a horizontal grid spacing 
of 2.5 km and 65 vertical levels, 20 of which are located below 1 km. The lowermost 
vertical level is found at only 11 m and the upper boundary (highest vertical level) is 
located at 9 hPa (24 km). AROME-Arctic is a non-hydrostatic model, meaning that the 
model solves the vertical momentum equation and is able to resolve mesoscale 
circulations, such as the sea breeze. At the basis of this model, lies the HARMONIE-
AROME configuration of the ALADIN-HIRLAM numerical weather prediction 
system (Bengtsson et al. 2017). 
AROME-Arctic has been run for research purposes since October 2012, and 
operational use started in June 2017. The model issues deterministic forecasts four 
times per day (00 06 12 18 UTC) with a 66 hour lead time. AROME-Arctic uses the 
hourly ECMWF HRES forecasts for forcing at its lateral boundaries, and also 
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assimilates ECMWF sea ice concentration and sea surface temperatures into the model 
(Batrak et al. 2018).  
 Automatic Weather Station Observations 
 
Data from automatic weather stations (AWS) are used in this thesis to validate the 
performance of the regional-scale model data from AROME-Arctic and NORA10 on 2 
m air temperature and precipitation. We chose stations from the network of available 
AWS in Svalbard that are representative of the cardinal wind directions (North, East, 
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The Study Area 
This thesis focuses on regional scale changes in atmospheric circulation in the 
European Arctic, comprising the northernmost portion of the North Atlantic. 
Investigating changes in the area surrounding the remote Svalbard archipelago forms 
the center of this work, as most of the observational time series in the European Arctic 
are from Svalbard.  
Svalbard is located at a hotspot of converging atmospheric and oceanic poleward heat 
transport pathways making this region of great interest both for the global heat balance 
and air-sea-ice interactions. From an oceanic perspective, the West Spitsbergen 
Current (WSC) transports warm Atlantic Water masses northward just off Svalbard’s 
west coast (Carmack et al. 2015; Aagaard and Greisman 1975), while in the Barents 
Sea east of Svalbard warm Atlantic water inflow in the Norwegian Atlantic Current is 
much farther from Svalbard. Large parts of the Barents Sea region near Svalbard thus 
bear a seasonal ice cover, unlike the perennially ice-free eastern Fram Strait (Carmack 
et al. 2015; Smedsrud et al. 2013) (Figure 1). In the atmosphere, the North Atlantic 
cyclone track approaches Svalbard from the southwest bringing mid-latitude air 
masses to the Arctic. Depending on the orientation of the polar jet during the winter 
months, the cyclones tend to follow one of two branches: either a meridional path 
northwards into and through the Fram Strait or a more zonal pathway eastward into the 
southern Barents Sea (Figure 7 a,c,g). This pattern disappears in the summer when the 
cyclone track is at its weakest (Figure 7 e). Both in the atmosphere and in the ocean 
the poleward heat transport is strongest in the Atlantic sector (Schlichtholz 2018).  
Svalbard’s topography is predominantly mountainous, with mountain ranges 
interspersed by glaciofluvial incised valleys and, along the coastlines, expansive fjord 
systems terminating in many locations in marine glaciers. The mountaintops lie 
primarily below 1000 m in most parts of the archipelago, with higher peaks found in 
the more mountainous glaciated northern and northeastern parts of the region (Figure 
1). 
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The relatively pleasant climate in the vicinity of the warm WSC has concentrated 
human activity at or close to Svalbard’s west coast. Half of the six permanently 
inhabited settlements - Longyearbyen, Barentsburg and Pyramiden - are located at the 
coasts of the side fjords of Isfjorden, Svalbard’s largest fjord system. The remaining 
three settlements are also all found in fjord systems along the western coast: Ny-
Ålesund in Kongsfjorden, a Polish research station in Hornsund and the mining 
settlement Svea in Van Mijenfjorden, where efforts are currently underway to 
depopulate and shutter the community (Figure 1). The spatial imbalance and 
concentration of anthropogenic presence near the western coast of Svalbard is 
reflected in a data-availability bias towards these locations. Thus, knowledge of 
Svalbard’s climate, based on observations, is biased towards this relatively small 
portion of the archipelago, while the climatic conditions of the northern and eastern 
parts of the archipelago are less well known.  
Surrounded by warm atmospheric and oceanic currents, Svalbard is the warmest and 
wettest location at latitudes between 76 N and 80 N (Serreze and Barry 2014). As a 
result of this high-latitude location, the sun in Svalbard remains below the horizon 
between late-October and mid-February during the polar night and, on the other end of 
the spectrum, does not set in the period between mid-April and mid-August. Mean 
temperatures in all seasons have a strong southwest-northeast oriented gradient with 
the lowest temperatures found in mountainous and heavily glaciated areas in the 
northeast (Figure 6). This temperature gradient is at its maximum in winter when the 
presence of sea ice lowers air temperatures to the east and the open ocean moderates’ 
temperatures in western portions of the archipelago (Figure 6). The precipitation 
gradient is also zonal, with more precipitation falling at the west coast (Hanssen-Bauer 
et al. 2019).  
The annual mean 2-m air temperature in Svalbard was -8.7 C during 1971-2000. 
Seasonally averaged air temperatures are below zero in all seasons except summer, 
when they average 0.5 C (1971-2000). No observational precipitation data exists for 
areas outside the settlements on the west coasts in official records. The modeled 
annual mean precipitation for the entire archipelago is 723 mm (1971-2000) with the 
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majority (225 mm) falling in the fall (1971-2000). Annual modeled precipitation 
increased 29 mm between the 1961-1990 and the 1971-2000 30 year normal periods, 
averaged across the archipelago.The increase is largest in the northwestern part of the 
archipelago with an 31 mm increase in annual modeled precipitation between the 
normal periods (Hanssen-Bauer et al. 2019).    
Cyclonic flow dominates on an annual scale over Svalbard, largely due to Svalbard’s 
close proximity to the North Atlantic cyclone track. Cyclonic flow is most dominant in 
the winter. The prevailing wind direction over the archipelago is from the eastern 
sector as a consequence Svalbard’s location relative to the low pressure systems in the 
Norwegian Sea (Isaksen et al. 2016; Hanssen-Bauer et al. 2019).  
2-m air temperatures measured at Longyearbyen airport increased by 4.0 °C during the 
period 1971-2017, compared to a 0.83 °C global increase (NOAA National Centers for 
Environmental Information, 2019). This warming is most pronounced in winter, as 
wintertime air temperatures increased by 7.8°C during 1971-2017, translating to a 1.7°
C per decade winter warming trend (Hanssen-Bauer et al. 2019). Regional reanalyses 
indicate even higher warming rates in the northern and eastern parts of the archipelago, 
with some studies suggesting rates of 1.8°C per decade during 1971-2000 (Hanssen-
Bauer et al. 2019). An increase in the number of winter rain events in addition to the 
total accumulated winter precipitation have accompanied this warming trend 
(Vikhamar-Schuler et al. 2016; Hansen et al. 2019; Hanssen-Bauer et al. 2019).  
Sea ice conditions surrounding the archipelago have also changed dramatically over 
the last half-century. Notably, increased warm Atlantic Water inflow following 
changes in atmospheric circulation promoting more meridional flow in the Fram Strait 
(Nilsen et al. 2016; Cottier et al. 2007) has been hypothesized to have resulted in the 
fjords along the west coast remaining ice-free throughout the winter in recent years 
(Muckenhuber et al. 2016). Extensive winter sea ice losses are also reported in the 
Arctic Ocean and Barents Sea to the north and east of Svalbard, respectively 
(Onarheim et al. 2014, 2018; King et al. 2017) (Figure 4).    
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Figure 6) Svalbard mean 2-m air temperatures [°C] winter (DJF) in the left 
panel and summer (JJA) in the  right panel during (1971-2000).  Note: Colorbar 
scales are not the same. Th figure is courtesy of  Hanssen-Bauer et al. 2019.  
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Local and Regional Impacts of Atmospheric 
Circulation Changes over the High-Latitude North 
Atlantic   
This chapter puts the results attained in this thesis into the context of the current 
knowledge on atmospheric circulation changes and their impacts, focusing on the 
North Atlantic sector of the Arctic.   
The North Atlantic Cyclone Track 
The vast majority of the winter season extra-tropical cyclones reaching Svalbard and 
the high-latitude North Atlantic originate from lower latitudes (Sepp and Jaagus 2011; 
Sorteberg and Walsh 2008; Zhang et al. 2004). Most of these cyclones are born over 
regions of enhanced baroclinicity off the eastern coast of the North American 
continent or around the southern tip of Greenland and Iceland (Hall et al. 2015). 
Strong baroclinic zones in this region are often a product of cold continental air masses 
flowing over a relatively warm ocean or sharp sea surface temperature (SST) gradients 
usually related to the Gulf Stream (Brayshaw et al. 2011; Minobe et al. 2010). The 
exact location of the storm track is also affected by orographic features, which in the 
North Atlantic framework consist primarily of the Rocky Mountains and Greenland 
(Vallis and Gerber 2008). These features deflect the prevailing westerly flow 
southwards, giving the North Atlantic cyclone track its southwest-northeast orientation 
as this meridional bend is propagated westwards (Brayshaw et al. 2009). 
Understanding the North Atlantic cyclone track’s response to the ongoing climate 
change is key to grasping circulation changes affecting the Svalbard region. As 
previously mentioned, arctic sea ice extent correlates positively with AO. In line with 
this, (Screen et al. 2018a) showed a consistent equatorward shift in cyclone tracks with 
decreasing sea ice in coupled climate model experiments. However, previous work 
from the same author (Screen et al. 2014) reported difficulties in detection of the 
southward storm track shift for the period 1979-2009 due to model-dependencies and 
masked inter-annual variability. However, sea ice extinction is not the full story when 
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it comes to greenhouse gas created climate change. Attributed to increased upper level 
tropical heating (Butler et al. 2010) and warmer sea surface temperatures (Graff and 
LaCasce 2014) among other mechanisms, an opposing poleward shift of the mid-
latitude cyclone tracks has been reported as a response to anthropogenic greenhouse-
gas forcing (Chang et al. 2012; Woollings et al. 2012; Tamarin and Kaspi 2017; Yin 
2005). This shift is reported to be on the order of 1° to 2° latitudinal poleward shift in a 
CO2 doubling scenario (Chang et al. 2012).  
In the context of this thesis, the results in Paper I indicate a trend towards a more 
meridional winter cyclone track over the high-latitude North Atlantic in the period 
investigated (1979-2016), with more cyclones around Svalbard. This result supports 
qualitatively a transition towards a wavier jet, associated negative AO and southward 
cyclone track shift. 
 Arctic Cyclones 
Climatology and Trends  
The number of cyclones peaks on an Arctic-wide scale in the summer, with a 
maximum cyclone frequency in the central Arctic (Serreze and Barrett 2008). During 
this season, cyclones tend to intensify over the Eurasian continent where the sharp 
boundary between relatively warm continental and relatively cold maritime air masses 
acts as a baroclinic zone (Crawford and Serreze 2016). The transition towards colder 
seasons and the corresponding strengthening of the polar jet stream later in the year 
activates the North Atlantic cyclone track, and cyclone densities increase over the 
Greenland, Norwegian, and Barents Seas. In fall and winter, this cyclone track is the 
main source of cyclones reaching the Arctic (e.g., Zhang et al. 2004).   
A growing number of studies have addressed the question of how cyclone activity has 
changed in the Arctic (Rudeva and Simmonds 2015; Zahn et al. 2018; Rinke et al. 
2017; Sepp and Jaagus 2011; Zhang et al. 2008; Wei et al. 2017; Simmonds et al. 
2008; Koyama et al. 2017). The findings of these studies qualitatively agree on a 
generalized pattern of an increase in winter cyclones north of both Greenland and the 
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Canadian Arctic Archipelago as well as around Svalbard, while decreased cyclone 
activity is found in the Barents Sea and north of the Russian coast (Zahn et al. 2018; 
Rudeva and Simmonds 2015). A recent study by Parding et al. (2019) found a similar 
winter bipolarity with a positive cyclone density trend around Svalbard and a negative 
trend in southern Barents Sea. Also Rinke et al. (2017) found, based on automatic 
weather station data, an increase in winter cyclone activity in Svalbard. These reported 
winter changes align well with recent work on high-latitude blocking events (Luo et al. 
2019). The studies that included fall and spring trends report somewhat similar, but 
lower magnitude, trends compared to the winter trends (e.g Parding et al. 2019). In 
summer, cyclones are found to decrease in the central Arctic north of the Beaufort Sea 
and increase over the Laptev Sea (Zahn et al. 2018; Rudeva and Simmonds 2015). As 
trends in different regions of the Arctic are often of an opposing sign during the same 
season, no single season shows a significant net trend in cyclone activity when 
considering the Arctic as a whole (Wei et al. 2017; Simmonds et al. 2008).  
In general, the reported changes are relatively small in magnitude and only a handful 
of the regional trends are significant (p < 0.1 widely used in these studies). This is first 
and foremost a manifestation of the turbulent nature and the associated high inter-
annual variability of cyclone activity. Similarly, it has been shown that these results 
are somewhat sensitive to the choice of reanalysis product, tracking scheme, and the 
exact study period. Simmonds and Rudeva (2014) compared the results of ten tracking 
schemes in the Arctic and found agreement in cyclone center location, but deviations 
of up to 10 hPa in cyclone depths. Zahn et al. (2018) compared four different 
reanalyses and discovered the sign of the trends and their spatial distribution to match 
well, although the magnitudes of the trends in different regions strongly varied across 
the reanalyses. The contrasting trends regionally were consistent across the data.  
With the exception of Koyama et al. (2017), none of these studies explicitly 
investigates the drivers behind these regional changes. Koyama et al. (2017) studied 
the connection between arctic sea ice and cyclone activity but found no robust results 
between the cyclone count and sea ice presence. However, increased potential for 
cyclone intensification and cyclogenesis through enhanced baroclinicity is reported in 
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regions where sea ice retreat allows free transfer of heat and moisture at the air-ocean 
interface. 
Local Impacts  
The local and regional impacts of cyclone activity in the Arctic are to a large degree a 
product of air-sea-ice interactions. As shown by Koyama et al. (2017), sea ice retreat 
enhances atmosphere-ocean heat and moisture exchange as well as local baroclinicity. 
Furthermore, cyclones bring in warmer air, clouds and precipitation - conditions which 
stall or even reverse sea ice growth. Precipitation has impacts on sea ice mass balance: 
if the precipitation falls as rain, it lowers the surface albedo, while if it falls as snow it 
isolates the ice from the cold atmosphere and reduces ice growth (Graham et al. 2019).  
Individual cyclones are rather small and short-lived features on a global scale, 
however on a regional-to-local scale they can have extreme impacts with cascading 
effects in time and space. For example, the Great Arctic cyclone preconditioned sea 
ice conditions in such that the all-time record low sea ice extent was reached in 2012 
(Simmonds and Rudeva 2012). Another example of a winter cyclone reaching the 
Arctic from the North Atlantic is the storm Frank in early 2016. Warm and moist air 
masses associated with this cyclone penetrated exceptionally far north, with 
temperatures at the North Pole reaching above freezing (Kim et al. 2017). These 
conditions led to an all-time winter sea ice minimum in 2016, driven by sea ice 
thinning and retreat due to cyclone activity (Boisvert et al. 2016). High winds and 
precipitation attributed to the same warm and moist intrusion as the storm Frank, also 
led to a fatal avalanche in Longyearbyen, Svalbard in December 2015 (Hancock et al. 
2018).  
A cyclone passage deteriorates sea ice through a variety of mechanisms. The thick 
frontal cloud associated with the warm sector of the low-pressures reverses the 
longwave radiative flux at the surface (Graham et al. 2017). Longwave cooling is one 
of the main mechanisms by which sea ice loses energy to space and a stably stratified 
atmospheric boundary-layer (ABL) is sustained. This stable stratification, often 
manifested as a surface based temperature inversion (Mäkiranta et al. 2011), shields 
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the snow and ice covered surfaces from warmer air above. This stable layer breaks 
down when subjected to thermal radiation from clouds and mixing by winds, and 
warmer air can thus reach the surface. In addition to wind-enhanced mixing, which 
drives turbulent surface fluxes, wind also mechanically breaks and physically 
transports sea ice. Wind is especially effective at breaking and transporting young and 
thin sea ice. Graham et al. (2019) showed that northerly winds at the western side of a 
cyclone north of Svalbard can enhance basal sea ice melt as it advects the ice over the 
warm West Spitsbergen Current in the south (Figure 1).   
Aforementioned case studies of high-impact cyclones have spurred studies on extreme 
cyclones and their trends (Rinke et al. 2017; Koyama et al. 2017). Just as with extra-
tropical cyclones, there are also multiple definitions as to what constitutes an extreme 
cyclone. Rinke et al. (2017) defined cyclones with a surface pressure below 985 hPa as 
extreme. Based on 6 hourly station data from Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard, their study 
reported an increase of 6 extreme winter cyclones/decade in the period 1979–2015. 
Koyama et al. (2017) used cyclone tracking data and defined extreme cyclones as 
cyclones with a center pressure 40 hPa lower than the climatological mean in each grid 
point (following Vavrus et al. 2013 and Chang et al. 2012). This study covered the 
period 1979-2014 and found a negative, but not significant, trend in winter extreme 
cyclones in the Greenland, Norwegian, and Barents Seas. Interestingly, Koyama et al. 
(2017) reports a significant positive correlation between low sea ice years and extreme 
cyclones in the Fram Strait, the region investigated by Rinke et al. (2017). Further, 
Koyama et al. (2017) reports a significant (p<0.001) positive correlation of 0.52 
between AO and extreme cyclones in the Greenland, Norwegian, and Barents Sea 
region, suggesting that positive AO-related increases in baroclinicity and cyclogenesis 
potentially promote an increase in extreme cyclones in the Arctic. 
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Summary 
Atmospheric circulation strongly influences the regional climate in the Arctic, as 
demonstrated in this thesis. In the following synthesis, I summarize the main findings 
of this thesis and contextualize them within the current knowledge in the field.  
Paper I presents to my knowledge the most up-to-date storm-track-based cyclone 
density climatology for the northern North Atlantic (Figure 7). This study is based on 
6-hourly cyclone track data derived from ERAI MSLP fields from 1979-2016. The 
results align well with the existing body of literature, showing an increase in cyclone 
activity over Svalbard and a corresponding decrease in the southeastern Barents Sea 
over the last 30-40 years. As expected, based on previous work, even the strongest 
significant changes are modest in magnitude - with 3 more winter cyclones over 
Svalbard per decade. However, even modest changes can have substantial impacts, 
given the potential season-long consequences of individual cyclone events. The 
composite analyses linked storm track changes to local and regional weather and 
climate conditions. Our results demonstrate the local consequences of cyclone paths by 
showing how sharp horizontal gradients in precipitation, temperature, pressure and 
energy are controlled by the mean cyclone center location. Based on the composites, 
the reported trends show a tendency towards warmer and wetter conditions around and 
north of Svalbard. This is supported by a significant, but relatively modest increase in 
meridional cyclonic flow over Svalbard (Paper III). Paper I is also the first study to 
specifically investigate the drivers of the regional bipolarity in winter cyclone tracks 
found in the Barents Sea. Our results indicate that the regional shift towards a more 
meridional winter storm track is associated with a positive trend in the Scandinavian 
Pattern. This result is supported by Woods and Caballero (2016) who showed that 
warm and moist intrusions into the Arctic often occur on the upstream side of an 
atmospheric blocking pattern. Furthermore, we find a significant decrease in the Brunt-
Väisälä frequency east of Svalbard and a significant increase in the Eady Growth Rate 
north of Svalbard indicate increased baroclinicity, favoring enhanced cyclone activity 
in these regions.
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Figure 7) Mean cyclone density and the cyclone density trend in a-b) winter (DJF), c-
d) spring (MAM), e-f ) summer (JJA) and g-h) fall (SON) during 1979-2016. The boxes 
with white shading show a significant trend (p<0.1. The cyclone density is based on the 
mean sea-level pressure fields from the reanalysis product ERA-Interim using an 
automated cyclone tracking algorithm. This figure is a modified version of Figure 2 in 
Paper I and is reprinted and modified with the permission of Wiley.   
Paper II introduced a high-resolution operational NWP into the broader scope of our 
analyses. Given the uneven spatial distribution of the observational network in 
Svalbard, AROME-Arctic enabled us to study the local variability of the regional 
signals obtained from the composite analysis for the years 2013-2018. Although we 
acknowledge the short temporal extent of the AROME-Arctic period, this 5-year period 
is probably the best available representation of the present climate given the rapid 
environmental changes that have taken place over the last decades on Svalbard. 
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The “Niedźwiedź Classification” of atmospheric circulation patterns over Svalbard 
allowed us to systematically study the local seasonal sensitivity of 2-m air 
temperature, precipitation and rain-on-snow (ROS) to the geostrophic wind direction, 
which is indirectly controlled by the cyclone track. This work is the first to quantify 
ROS event frequencies and study their spatial extent in different atmospheric flow 
scenarios. ROS is defined in this work as DJF days with a mean daily 2-m air 
temperature above 0°C and 1 mm or more precipitation. We documented over 55 ROS 
events for 5 winter seasons, with 3% of the land grid points experiencing ROS (Figure 
8a). These ROS events are the warmest and wettest in the southwestern parts of the 
archipelago (Figure 8 b,c). Our results suggest that sea ice explains a large part of the 
local variability in both 2-m air temperature and precipitation. Maybe not so 
surprising, most ROS events occur with southerly and southwesterly flow meaning 
that the cyclone track on average lies in the Fram Strait, a region with a positive trend 
in cyclone tracks (Paper I).  
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Figure 8) The average a)  frequency, b) 2-m air temperature and c) precipitation in 
DJF rain-on-snow events during 2013-2018 in AROME-Arctic. This figure is a reprint 
of Figure 8 in Paper II with the permission from AGU.    
Paper II demonstrates the local sensitivity of temperature and precipitation conditions 
to atmospheric circulation type. Paper III continues this work and incorporates 
analyses of change over time by employing the 11 km x 11 km gridded hindcast 
NORA10 over the 57 years between 1960-2017. As both Paper I and II in addition to 
the literature presented in this thesis find the largest changes in both time and space 
during winter, Paper III focuses solely on the extended winter season (NDJFM). A 
main finding of this study is the alarming near-surface air temperature trends of up to 3 
K per decade in the northern and eastern parts of Svalbard - the areas that are not 
covered by the observational network (Figure 9c). The warming rates are only half of 
that in southern and western Svalbard, demonstrating the immense local gradient in 
wintertime warming. In addition to the temperature increase, large significant 
increases both in accumulated precipitation (+44.6 mm/decade) and the number of 
precipitation days (+5.2 days/decade) are reported in northern Svalbard (Figure 9a and 
b). A weaker, but still significant, trend in the number of precipitation (+1.3 
days/decade) is found east of Svalbard. No significant precipitation changes are 
reported from the southern and western regions of Svalbard, further highlighting the 
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local variability of these climatic changes. Our results support the hypothesis of the 
changes in the north being attributed to sea ice losses north of Svalbard (Figure 9d). 
 Figure 9 ) The trend in the extended winter (Nov-March) a) number of precipitation 
days, b)  accumulated precipitation, c) 2-m air temperature and d) sea ice 
concentration per decade during 1960-2017 in the Norwegian hindcast model 
NORA10. The red dots represent automatic weather station locations that have been 
used to study the spatial variability in Papers II and III. This figure is a reprint of 
Figure 1 in Paper III with the permission of AGU.  
In this thesis, my co-authors and I have advanced the regional and local scale 
understanding of winter season atmospheric circulation changes and their impacts on 
weather and climate in the high-latitude North Atlantic. We are the first to focus on the 
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effects and impacts of regional cyclone activity across a variety of spatial and temporal 
scales.  
Furthermore, we have documented alarming winter temperature and precipitation 
increases in northern Svalbard, which demonstrate the consistently increasing heat 




The number of new questions and interesting unknowns that have surfaced in the 
process of completing this doctoral thesis exceeds, by a wide margin, the questions 
answered. One of the most intriguing ones is the question of how to validate and 
deepen the process understanding behind the extreme rates of temperature and 
precipitation increase in the northern and eastern parts of the archipelago (Paper III). 
There are studies showing that the grid size is crucial for cyclone tracking studies. 
Hence applying the tracking algorithm used in Paper I to the soon-to-be released 
reanalysis product based on AROME-Arctic, the NWP model used in Paper II, would 
be very interesting. This would also let one deepen one's understanding of the 
dynamics driving rain-on-snow events.  
In the big picture, the Arctic keeps unequivocally warming for a number of years if not 
decades ahead, even if anthropogenic CO2 emissions would cease this instance. We are 
moving towards a seasonally ice-free Arctic, and how this will affect atmospheric 
poleward heat transport remains uncertain. To date, climate projections have not found 
a consensus on how further warming is going to affect cyclone activity and alter 
atmospheric circulation in high latitudes. Among the main debates in the existing 
literature is the ‘tug-of-war’ between the surface-based warming in the Arctic and the 
upper tropospheric warming in the tropics. Along these lines the reduced meridional 
temperature gradient is acting to reduce cyclone activity and poleward transport of dry 
static heat, but on the other hand warmer air masses have the capacity to hold more 
moisture and can hence transport larger quantities of latent heat. To summarize, the 
question of how air, sea and ice interact in the future warm Arctic is not fully 
answered and inspires to continue and deepen the work initiated in this thesis.  
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Abstract
We report an increase inwinter (DJF) cyclone densities in the areas around Sval-
bard and in northwestern Barents Sea and a decrease in cyclone densities in
southeastern Barents Sea during 1979–2016. Despite high interannual variabil-
ity, the trends are significant at the 90% confidence level. The changes appear as
a result of a shift into a more meridional winter storm track in the high-latitude
North Atlantic, associated with a positive trend in the Scandinavian Pattern. A
significant decrease in the Brunt–Väisälä frequency east of Svalbard and a sig-
nificant increase in the Eady Growth Rate north of Svalbard indicate increased
baroclinicity, favouring enhanced cyclone activity in these regions. For the first
time, we apply composite analysis to explicitly address regional consequences
of these wintertime changes in the high-latitude North Atlantic. We find a ten-
dency toward a warmer and more moist atmospheric state in the Barents Sea
and over Svalbard with increased cyclone activity around Svalbard.
KEYWORD S
Arctic, Barents Sea, Eady growth rate, extratropical cyclones, Scandinavian pattern, sea ice decline,
storm tracks, Svalbard
1 INTRODUCTION
Extratropical low-pressure systems (hereafter “cyclones”)
are essential for the energetics of the atmosphere through
transporting heat andmoisture poleward, which is vital for
balancing the net radiative cooling and fresh water deficit
in the polar regions (Bengtsson et al., 2006; Sorteberg
and Walsh, 2008). Other impacts of cyclones on weather
and climate in the Arctic are associated with high winds
and precipitation. From an Arctic-wide perspective the
cyclone density is highest in the summer (June–August,
JJA) (Serreze and Barrett, 2008). However, the cyclone
activity, encompassing both the intensity and density of
cyclones, in the high-latitude North Atlantic is highest in
the winter (December–February, DJF) (Serreze et al., 1993;
Zhang et al., 2004) with the highest density found at the
northern periphery of the North Atlantic cyclone track;
between mainland Norway and Svalbard and further to
the east in the Barents and Kara Seas (Simmonds et al.,
2008).
TheArctic climate system is transferring into awarmer
and wetter state as a result of the unequivocally warming
climate (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
2013; Vihma et al., 2016). The Arctic is warming fastest
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in the autumn and winter seasons (Cohen et al., 2014),
and the highest warming rates are found around Svalbard
and over the Barents Sea (Isaksen et al., 2016; Kohne-
mann et al., 2017). These areas have, in addition to rapidly
rising air temperatures, experienced the highest rates of
wintertime sea ice loss (Smedsrud et al., 2010; Onarheim
et al., 2015; Onarheim and Årthun, 2017; Lind et al.,
2018) in the last few decades. On a more local scale, a
decline in sea ice concentration related to increased rates
of warm Atlantic water inflow has been observed in the
fjords of western Spitsbergen (Cottier et al., 2007; Muck-
enhuber et al., 2016; Nilsen et al., 2016). Several of the
observed changes, both Arctic-wide and locally in Sval-
bard, have been hypothesized to be associated with cli-
mate change-driven large-scale atmospheric circulation
changes in this region (Cottier et al., 2007; Nilsen et al.,
2008; Isaksen et al., 2016).
Large-scale pressure gradients and related properties
(such as latitude, speed andmeandering) of the polar-front
jet stream drive the position and intensity of the extra-
tropical cyclone tracks transporting heat and moisture
poleward (Nakamura et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2014). Com-
pared to its Pacific counterpart, the North Atlantic storm
track typically extends farther into the Arctic, thusmaking
the Atlantic sector the primary gateway of atmospheric
heat and moisture into the central Arctic (Tsukernik et al.,
2007; Sorteberg and Walsh, 2008; Naakka et al., 2019). In
addition to atmospheric heat transport, the oceanic heat
mainly enters the central Arctic through the Barents Sea
or through the Fram Strait (Aagaard and Greisman, 1975),
making this area a hotspot for ocean–atmosphere energy
exchange processes. The strength and orientation of the
storm track reflect the large-scale state of the atmosphere.
The question how large-scale atmospheric flow patterns
have and will change in a rapidly warming climate has
drawn a lot of attention in recent years (Screen et al.,
2018 and references within). Further, as Shepherd (2014)
writes, “we have much less confidence in the atmospheric
circulation aspects of climate change [compared to the
thermodynamic aspect], which are primarily controlled
by dynamics and exert a strong control on regional cli-
mate”. Regarding cyclones being an important component
of atmospheric dynamics, several studies have addressed
the question of how cyclone activity has changed and will
change in the future Arctic (Rinke et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2004; Sepp and Jaagus, 2011; Li et al., 2014; Koyama et al.,
2017; Zahn et al., 2018)
Positive trends in wintertime (DJF) cyclone density
in the High Arctic are reported by several studies. Both
Rudeva and Simmonds (2015) addressing the period
1979–2013, and Zahn et al. (2018) addressing the period
1981–2010, found statistically significant increases (at the
90% level, hereafter “significant”) in the cyclone frequency
north of the Canadian Arctic, over the Arctic Ocean and
around Svalbard during these respective periods. Further-
more, they found a significant decrease in the cyclone
frequency over the southern Barents Sea in the winter sea-
son. Rudeva and Simmonds (2015) used the ERA-Interim
reanalysis (hereafter ERAI), from the European Centre
forx Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Dee
et al., 2011) for quantifying these trends. Zahn et al. (2018)
based their results on four different reanalyses, includ-
ing the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR: Saha
et al., 2006) from the National Centers for Environmen-
tal Prediction (NCEP), the Japanese 55-year reanalysis
(JRA-55: Ebita et al., 2011; Kobayashi et al., 2015) from
the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), and the Modern
Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications
version 2 (MERRA-2) reanalysis (Gelaro et al., 2017), and
ERAI. Zahn et al. (2018) report that the different reanaly-
sis products are in good agreement in catching the overall
atmospheric circulation patterns, differing, however, to
some degree in the magnitude of the trends on a regional
level. These differences probably result from the com-
bined effects of differences in model resolution and model
physics. Sepp and Jaagus (2011) analysed storm tracks
derived from the NCEP/National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) reanalysis dataset from 1948 to 2002,
and found a significant increase in the number of cyclones
entering the central Arctic. This result was, however, not
driven by an increase in the number of cyclones enter-
ing from the North Atlantic, but rather from the Pacific
sector of the Arctic. However, we note that the NCEP/N-
CAR reanalysis is the coarsest of the mentioned reanalysis
products, with a 2.5◦× 2.5◦ horizontal resolution, and is
hence likely less reliable on a regional scale.
Themajority of the studies onArctic cyclones have had
primarily the circumpolar perspective with little regional
focus. In this study, we focus on the regional changes in
cyclone activity in the high-latitude North Atlantic, identi-
fied and recognized to be important for both atmospheric
and oceanic poleward heat transport as well as climate
change, as outlined above. The objectives of this study
are (a) to quantify the cyclone climatology and trends
(1979–2016) in the high-latitude North Atlantic, (b) to bet-
ter understand the regional consequences of these trends,
and (c) to ascertain the mechanisms possibly responsible
for the cyclone climatology changes.
This article is structured as follows: in Section 2 we
briefly describe the data, the cyclone tracking algorithm
and analysis methods used in this study. Thereafter,
in Section 3, we aim to answer the main objectives by
presenting and discussing (a) seasonal climatology and
trends of cyclone density and cyclone activity within the
high-latitude North Atlantic, (b) composite analysis of key
climate variables for areas showing significant trends in
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winter cyclone density, and (c) trends in climate indices
and baroclinicity. In Section 4 we discuss the results in the
context of previous studies and conclude the study.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Cyclone tracking
There are a number of different methods for defining and
tracking cyclones (Murray and Simmonds, 1991; Hodges,
1995; Serreze, 1995). In our study we utilize the Mel-
bourne University cyclone tracking scheme (Murray and
Simmonds, 1991), which is shown to perform well in a
number of comparison studies (Neu et al., 2013; Simmonds
and Rudeva, 2014). This cyclone tracking scheme builds
upon scanning a given mean sea-level pressure (MSLP)
field and comparing the Laplacian of the pressure field
between adjacent grid points. After identifying a pres-
sure depression, an iterative approximation to the centre
of the ellipsoid of best fit to the MSLP field is used to
locate the low-pressure centre. A physical interpretation
of the Laplacian of the pressure field is that it can be
seen as a measure of the cyclone intensity (Petterssen,
1956). In the Melbourne University tracking scheme, the
threshold for the average value of the Laplacian is set to
0.2 hPa⋅(◦ latitude)−2 by default over a radius of 2◦ for
depressions to be recognized as cyclones. In this study,
however, we focus only on strong cyclones that have an
average value of the Laplacian above 0.7 hPa⋅(◦ latitude)−2
with a defined centre (closed). Also, to avoid erroneous
results due to extrapolation of MSLP over regions with
high orography, we neglect data from the regions above
1,000m above sea level (ASL) that is, mainly Greenland in
our domain of interest.We also filter out cycloneswith life-
times shorter than 48 h (8 track points). In this work we
track explicitly extratropical cyclones in the high latitudes
and these should not be confused with polar lows.
Several studies have proved the high quality of ERAI
(Dee et al., 2011) in the Arctic (Dufour et al., 2016; Koyama
et al., 2017; Naakka et al., 2018), and we therefore chose
to use the MSLP fields from ERAI (at the native horizon-
tal grid resolution of 0.75◦× 0.75◦) for the cyclone tracking.
We ran the cyclone tracking algorithm for the time period
from 1979 to 2016, with a 6 h output interval.
2.2 Analysis of track data
For the cyclone track statistics, we binned the cyclone
track points geographically in boxes of 400 km × 400 km
(indicated in the map in Figure 2a). Given the typical
horizontal length and velocity scales of synoptic-scale
cyclones, we found this bin size to be appropriate without
compromising on the horizontal resolution.
We refer to the number of cyclone track points per sea-
son within each of the geographical bins as the “cyclone
density”. Furthermore, following Zhang et al. (2004) we
use a cyclone activity index (CAI) to integrate informa-
tion on cyclone intensity, frequency, and duration in each
geographical bin. For a given season and geographical bin,
this index is defined as the cyclone density times the mean
cyclone intensity;
𝐶𝐴𝐼 = cyclone density × cyclone intensity, (1)
where the intensity is defined as the Laplacian of the pres-
sure field (Petterssen, 1957). The mean cyclone intensity
refers to the mean of the intensities of the cyclones in a
given box at a given time.
We used the non-parametric Theil–Sen slope estimator
(Theil, 1949; Sen, 1968; Eqn (9) inYilmaz andPerera, 2015)
for calculating the magnitude of the linear trends in both
cyclone density and cyclone activity.
2.3 Statistical significance
In order to quantify the statistical significance of the
temporal trends in cyclone density, we have used the
well-established Mann–Kendall type t-test (Mann,
1945; Kendall, 1975). The Mann–Kendall test is a
non-parametric test, which means that no assumption is
made about the sample size nor about a normal distribu-
tion. Also, being a rank-based test the Mann–Kendall test
is less sensitive to outliers, relative to parametric tests. The
exact equations used in our work can be found as Eqns
(1)–(4) in Yilmaz and Perera (2015).
Furthermore, we used Monte-Carlo simulations to
assess the significance of anomalies between the clima-
tology and composites of the different climate variables.
These simulations are done by picking out random time
series, with the same length as the composite, from the
seasonal climatology. In our study this procedure was
repeated 1,000 times to produce a synthetic probability dis-
tribution. The original composite is considered statistically
significant if it is at the 90th percentile of this probabil-
ity distribution. As it turns out, the mentioned anomalies
are statistically significant virtually everywhere and we
therefore decided not to indicate this significance in the
presentation of the corresponding results in Section 3.
2.4 Composite analysis
To gain an understanding of the regional impacts of
cyclone activity, we calculate composites for the nine key
climate variables: MSLP, 2 m air temperature, turbulent
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fluxes (latent+ sensible heat fluxes), long-wave radiation
(decomposed into upwelling and downwelling), Z500
− Z1000 geopotential layer thickness, precipitation and
vertically integrated divergence of dry static (“thermal”
in ERAI) and latent-heat energy fluxes. The latter energy
flux is derived from the corresponding moisture flux field
in ERAI.
The composites of each field are defined as themean of
the field (daily resolution) for caseswith cyclone activity in
the regions of interest (defined in Figure 1). The difference
between the seasonal mean field of these variables and the
composites is the anomaly.
2.5 Eady growth rate
We calculate the 500 hPa Eady growth rate (Eady, 1949), as
is done by for example, Koyama et al. (2017):




Here f is the Coriolis parameter, N is the Brunt–Väisälä
frequency, dv/dz is the vertical wind shear, v is the hori-
zontal wind vector and z is the height of the atmospheric
layer of interest. Following Simmonds and Lim (2009) and
Koyama et al. (2017) we use the atmospheric layer encom-
passed by the 300 and 700 hPa pressure levels. The vertical
wind shear dv/dz is related to the horizontal tempera-
ture gradient via the thermal wind equation (Wallace and
Hobbs, 2006). The Brunt–Väisälä frequency is a measure






Here g is the gravitational acceleration, 𝜃 is the poten-
tial temperature, and d𝜃/dz is the vertical gradient of
potential temperature. We use the 300, 500 and 700 hPa
pressure-level potential temperatures in calculating N at
each grid point. Hence, the Eady growth rate depends
on both the static stability and horizontal temperature
gradients in the atmosphere.
The zonal and meridional winds, air temperature, and
geopotential height fields are taken directly from the ERAI
reanalysis and the potential temperature field is calculated
utilizing the temperature and pressure fields from ERAI.
As recommended by Lim and Simmonds (2009), daily
averages are used for the Eady growth rate calculations.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Seasonal changes in cyclone activity
Figure 1 presents a map of our study region, encompass-
ing the area 60◦W to 70◦E and 64◦N to 90◦N. The region
was chosen to capture extratropical cyclone activity over
the North Atlantic and all the way to the Central Arctic,
through the Fram Strait and via the Barents Sea.
In the high-latitude North Atlantic, we observe the
highest cyclone densities in the Fram Strait and southern
Barents Sea in all seasons except summer (Figure 2a,e,i,m).
The average seasonal cyclone density in these regions is
up to 16 cyclone track points in a 400× 400 km domain
during a 3-month season, translating to over five cyclone
track points per month. This is a result of the North
Atlantic storm track splitting in two distinct branches as it
approaches Svalbard from the southwest. Especially in the
winter (DJF) and autumn (September–November, SON)
seasons a high cyclone density band reaching from Ice-
land into the Arctic is evident (Figure 2; location names
in Figure 1), than in the Fram Strait and Barents Seas
(Figure 2i). This is in agreement with Serreze and Barrett
(2008), who also found high cyclone densities in the sum-
mer for the Central Arctic. However, whereas they found
these to be the highest cyclone densities for any season
and region, we find the highest densities in the Central
Arctic in SON. However, we note that our study region
only covers the parts of the Central Arctic located within
60◦W and 70◦E.
As expected, the seasonal geographical patterns in CAI
(Figure 2c,g,k,o) follow closely the geographical patterns
in cyclone density (Figure 2a,e,i,m), however, with some
differences between the seasons. The cyclone densities in
the Barents Sea and the Fram Strait are rather similar in
SON, DJF and March–May (MAM), while DJF generally
has the highest CAI for these areas. This is because the
DJF cyclones are on average more intense than the MAM
and SON cyclones. This agrees well with several previ-
ous studies documenting the North Atlantic storm track
activity being highest in the winter (Zhang et al., 2004).
Furthermore, we see that the difference between the JJA
CAI and the CAI in the rest of the seasons is even more
pronounced than the differences between the seasonal
cyclone density fields. This indicates that the cyclones, in
addition to being fewer in summer in the Fram Strait and
the Barents Sea, are also weaker (have lower intensity)
compared to the other seasons.
Considering trends in cyclone densities over the period
1979 to 2016, we see the strongest ones in DJF (Figure 2b),
which is in line with previous studies (Rudeva and Sim-
monds, 2015; Zahn et al., 2018). In the Fram Strait, Green-
land Sea and Barents Sea regions, we find the strongest
positive trends around Svalbard. These are +1.3 cyclone
track points per decade west of Svalbard (hereafter Region
A) and+3 cyclone track points east of Svalbard (hereafter
Region B). The strongest negative trends of −4.5 cyclone
track points per decade are located in the southern Bar-
ents Sea (hereafter Region C). The Regions A, B and C are






































F IGURE 1 Map showing the domain of interest in this study and labels on relevant oceans and air masses
marked in Figure 1, along with the names of geographic
regions. The positive trends in cyclone density are signifi-
cant in all individual patches in Region B and in half of the
patches in Region C (Figure 2b).
Considering temporal variability in DJF cyclone den-
sities across the regions A, B and C on an annual level
(Figure 3), we see that Regions A and C have average
annual densities in the range between 5 and 25 cyclone
track points (Figure 3a,c), with the total cyclone track
point count for the whole period being 1,487 and 1,950
respectively. The corresponding range for Region B is from
1 to 22 cyclone track points, with a total of 1,194 track
points (Figure 3b). The generally lower cyclone densities
in region B compared to Regions A and C can be explained
by the climatological positions of the DJF North Atlantic
storm track branches over theFramStrait and the southern
Barents Sea (Figure 3a). All regions show a large inter-
annual variability as expected with the turbulent nature
of extratropical cyclones. Furthermore, we see that all of
these regions have significant trends at the 90% confidence
level when all parts of the regions are considered (Region
A: p = .082, Region B: p = .08 and Region C: p = .009).
Returning to trends in cyclone densities for the other
seasons, spatially almost similar, but generally weaker
trends in cyclone density, compared to DJF, are found in
SON (Figure 2n). MAM trends (Figure 2f) are similar to
those in winter in the western Barents Sea and east of Sval-
bard (around Region B), but opposite in the Fram Strait
(Region A, a weak decrease in cyclone density) and in the
southern Barents Sea (Region C, insignificant increase).
The JJA trends are rather different from the other seasons;
there is a significant negative trend in cyclone density
northwest of Svalbard (northern parts of Region A) and a
significant positive trend just east of Region B and in parts
of Region C (Figure 2j).
CAI (Figure 2d,h,p) shows similar spatial patterns to
the trends in cyclone density for all four seasons, but
fewer geographic bins have statistically significant values.
The difference between significance in the trend fields of
cyclone density and CAI coincides with cyclone intensity
trends (not shown) being insignificant for this period.
As described above, the strongest trends in both
cyclone density and CAI, in the high-latitude North
Atlantic, are found in DJF. In addition, together with SON,
DJF is the season where the strongest near-surface warm-
ing rates are found (Cohen et al., 2014). Hence, to limit
the scope of this study, we hereafter only focus on the DJF
season.
3.2 Composite analysis
A central aim of this study is to better understand the
regional-scale consequences of changes in DJF cyclone
activity. To this end, we have calculated the difference
between the seasonal mean and the composite of events
with a cyclone centre in each region (Regions A, B and
C) to produce anomalies for the following fields: MSLP,
2m air temperature, turbulent fluxes, long-wave radiation,
Z500 − Z1000 layer thickness, precipitation and vertically
integrated divergence of latent and dry static energy fluxes,
as described in Section 2.3. The number of cases used in
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F IGURE 2 (a–p) Seasonal (rows) climatology and trends of cyclone density (number of track points in a given grid box per season)
(columns 1 and 2) and cyclone activity index (CAI) (columns 3 and 4) for the period 1979–2016. The grid shows the 400× 400 km
geographical bins used for the cyclone track data. The hatching marks the bins with a significant trend (90% level). Greenland is filtered out
due to high elevations. The boxes labelled A, B and C are the areas we have identified as hot spots of DJF change in cyclone density














































Region A ( 1487 track points)







Region B ( 1194 track points)







Region C ( 1950 track points)
Strength of trend = 1.3 track points /decade
p-value of trend line = 0.082
Strength of trend = 3 track points /decade
p-value of trend line = 0.08
Strength of trend = -4.5 track points /decade
p-value of trend line = 0.009
(a) (b) (c)
F IGURE 3 Time series of DJF cyclone density and the linear trend in the period 1979–2016 in (a) the Fram Strait (region A), (b) East
Svalbard (region B) and (c) the southern Barents Sea (region C). The title indicates how many DJF cyclone track points were located in these
regions during the study period
calculating the anomalies for each region is indicated in
Figure 3.
The climatological mean fields of MSLP, 2 m air tem-
perature, and daily precipitation are shown in Figure 4a–c
respectively. MSLP anomalies of events with a cyclone in
Region A (Figure 4d), west of Svalbard, show 5 hPa lower
than climatologyMSLP values in the Fram Strait and up to
8 hPa higher pressure over most of Fennoscandia. The 2 m
air temperatures are slightly above their climatological val-
ues (1–2K) along theNorthAtlantic storm track. Aswould
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F IGURE 4 DJF climatology of (a) mean sea-level pressure (MSLP), (b) 2 m air temperature (T), (c) precipitation (RR), and composites
from these when a cyclone centre is in (d–f) region A, (g–i) region B and (j–l) region C. The sign convention is such that all fluxes are defined
positive (negative) toward (away from) the surface
be expected in a warm sector of an extratropical cyclone,
the strongest positive anomaly (up to 4 K) is located over
Svalbard and extends to the north and east (Figure 4e).
These events are also associated with a positive precipita-
tion anomaly, which has the highest values (up to 1mm
per 24 h) for about the same region as the strongest positive
temperature anomaly (Figure 4f). The alignment of the
strongest positive precipitation and temperature anoma-
lies agree well with the warm sector and the associated
frontal precipitation in an extratropical cyclone.
Compared to MSLP anomalies for Region A, the
anomalies for Region B are shifted eastward with the low-
est surface pressure in thewestern Barents Sea (Figure 4g).
Also, the negative MSLP anomaly for Region B is stronger
(−8 hPa), and the positive anomaly over Fennoscandia
and northwestern Russia is weaker (4 hPa). The difference
in the negative MSLP anomalies between composites for
Regions A and B is probably a consequence of Region
A being closer to the Fram Strait branch of the North
Atlantic storm track than Region B. In line with the pres-
sure anomaly, the 2 m air temperature anomalies are
also shifted eastward, with anomalously warm (up to 4 K
above climatology) temperatures over most of the Barents
Sea and northern Scandinavia and cold (down to −2 K
below climatology) over the Fram Strait (Figure 4), when
compared to composites for Region A. The cyclonic flow,
deduced from the pressure (anomaly) patterns, centred on
Region B sets up a flow pattern with warm-air advection
over the Barents Sea and cold-air advection over the Fram
Strait. As expected in a warm sector of an extratropical
cyclone (Bjerknes, 1919), a positive precipitation anomaly
of up 1mmper day aligns well with the warm temperature
anomaly over the Barents Sea (Figure 4i).
During the events with a cyclone in Region C (south-
ern Barents Sea), the MSLP field is characterized by a
positive anomaly of up to 3 hPa along the east coast of
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F IGURE 5 Four DJF climatologies of (a) turbulent fluxes (latent and sensible), (b) surface to atmosphere long-wave (thermal)
radiation (defined negative), (c) atmosphere to surface long-wave (thermal) radiation (defined positive), (d) total flux (sum of (a), (b) and (c)),
and composites from these when a cyclone centre is in (e–h) region A, (i–l) region B and (m–p) region C. The sign convention is such that all
fluxes are defined positive (negative) toward (away from) the surface
Greenland, setting up a northerly flow through the Fram
Strait together with the negative anomaly over the south-
ern Barents Sea reaching into northwestern Russia and
Fennoscandia (Figure 4j). The resulting cold-air advection
over Svalbard is accompanied by a negative 2 m air tem-
perature anomaly, reaching −4 K in region B (Figure 4k).
These events are also associated with a positive precipi-
tation anomaly of up to 1mm per 24 h over the northern
coast of Fennoscandia and southeastern Barents Sea, leav-
ing the rest of the high-latitude North Atlantic drier than
the climatology (Figure 4l). This precipitation anomaly
again follows the temperature anomaly. However, the
intensification of the anomaly at the coast is most likely
orographic enhancement of precipitation.
Anomalies of surface fluxes of turbulent heat and
long-wave radiation are a key for understanding the
regional consequences of changes in DJF cyclone density
on the surface energy balance. We define the fluxes from
the point of view of the surface, where positive (negative)
fluxes are directed toward (away from) the surface. The
high-latitude North Atlantic experiences polar night most
of DJF and, hence, solar short-wave radiation is neglected
in this study.
The climatological sea ice extent is seen in the DJF cli-
matological turbulent energy flux fields (Figure 5a), with
generally a turbulent energy gain over land masses and
sea ice and a loss over the open sea. A transition zone
of slightly negative turbulent fluxes (−10 to 0 W⋅m−2)
between the open water and the positive fluxes in the Cen-
tral Arctic marks the marginal ice zone. In these regions,
the DJF thermal long-wave radiative balance contributes
to the net surface cooling, with the seasonal average of
the upwelling component (Figure 5b) dominating over the
downwelling component (Figure 5c).
The events with a cyclone centre in Region A are asso-
ciated with a positive turbulent flux anomaly (less heat
loss) up to 40W⋅m−2 covering the southwestern parts of
the Barents Sea and reaching to the west coast of Sval-
bard (Figure 5d). Given the climatological turbulent heat
loss of similar magnitudes in these regions (Figure 5a),
the net turbulent flux approaches zero or the sign of the
flux reverses, turning the atmosphere into a weak turbu-
lent heat source during these events. In the western Fram
Strait there is a weak negative (stronger surface heat loss)
turbulent flux anomaly down to −10 W⋅m−2, correspond-
ing to a cold-air outbreak regime in that region, set up by
the northerly wind field advecting cold and dry Arctic air
masses over relatively warm open water.
The composites for the events with a cyclone cen-
tre in Region A show an increase in both the upwelling
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(the negative anomaly in Figure 5e) and downwelling
long-wave radiation (positive anomaly in Figure 5f)
around Svalbard. The downwelling radiation anomaly is
positive in a band from Iceland into the Barents Sea, indi-
cating an active North Atlantic storm trackwith associated
frontal clouds. A thick frontal cloud, typically associated
with extratropical cyclones, is one of themost efficient pro-
cesses in raising surface temperatures in the Arctic in the
dark season (Vihma and Pirazzini, 2005). The upwelling
long-wave radiation has a negative anomaly above Sval-
bard reaching into theCentralArctic and the northernBar-
ents Sea. No strong anomaly is seen to the southwest, con-
trary to the downwelling radiation. There is a geographic
mismatch between anomalies in upwelling and down-
welling long-wave radiative components (Figure 5e,f) over
the open ocean. Even though the upper ocean receives
more heatwhen cyclones are inRegionA, its impact on the
surface temperature and, hence, on upwelling long-wave
radiation remains minor because the heat received via
downwelling long-wave radiation is mixed in the ocean
surface layer with a large heat capacity.
With a cyclone in region B, a positive anomaly of
40W⋅m−2 covers most of southeastern Barents Sea and a
corresponding negative anomaly of −40W⋅m−2 is centred
on the Fram Strait. These anomalies are well in agreement
with the northerly wind field set up on the western side of
the cyclone centre located in Region B, advecting cold air
masses from the Central Arctic over the relatively warm
ocean in the Fram Strait and the south-southwesterly flow
bringing warm air over the Barents Sea on the eastern side
of the cyclone. The upwelling long-wave radiative flux is a
function of the surface temperature and, thus, the region
in the northern Barents Sea with the strongest positive
2 m air temperature anomaly also has a negative outgoing
long-wave radiative flux anomaly (more surface heat loss,
Figure 5h). However, the anomalously high downwelling
long-wave radiative flux driven by increased cloudiness in
the warmer and more moist air masses exceeds that of the
upwelling anomaly so that the anomaly of net long-wave
radiation anomaly heats the surface (about 20W⋅m−2) in
Region B. The long-wave radiative anomalies have oppo-
site signs in the western Fram Strait. Cold air advection
and possible sea ice export in the East Greenland Cur-
rent might account for the positive outgoing long-wave
radiative anomaly (less than climatology surface heat loss),
matching with a cold surface anomaly (Figure 4h).
The cold-air outbreak in the Fram Strait, driven by
the flow field associated with a cyclone in Region B,
with strong turbulent surface heat loss (Figure 5g), drives
atmospheric convection. A positive anomaly in upwelling
long-wave radiation (i.e. less long-wave radiation emitted
by the surface) is present in the ice-covered western Fram
Strait (Figure 5h), where the snow/ice surface temperature
rapidly responds to cold air. On the contrary, no anomaly
is present in the open parts of the Fram Strait, because the
sea-surface temperature is not sensitive to a synoptic-scale
cold-air outbreak.
Cyclone activity in Region C, in contrast to Regions
A and B, is characterized by large turbulent surface heat
loss that is up to 40W⋅m−2 stronger than the climatology
southeast of Svalbard. In line with Figure 4b,k, the upward
long-wave radiation has a positive anomaly over sea ice
(Figure 5k) as the surface is losing less heat in these condi-
tions due to the colder surface temperatures. Similarly, the
downward long-wave radiation is anomalously low both
in the Fram Strait and the Barents Sea in line with the
relatively cold and dry air masses.
Finally, we consider the total energy flux
(Figure 5d,h,l,p), which we have calculated as the sum of
the turbulent and long-wave radiation energy fluxes. We
see from the average of the entire time period (Figure 5d)
that in sum the fluxes considered contribute generally to
a net heat loss at the surface in the study area during DJF.
Furthermore, it is clear that the turbulent surface energy
fluxes dominate over the long-wave energy fluxes in form-
ing the total energy flux anomalies connected to cyclones
in Regions A, B and C (Figure 5h,l,p). Also, we note that
the areas most strongly affected by these anomalies are
the Barents Sea with surroundings waters and large parts
of the Fram Strait.
Moving up from the surface layer; to gain an under-
standing of regional consequences in the free atmosphere,
driven by cyclonic activity, the final part of the compos-
ite analysis focuses on anomalies in the Z500 − Z1000
layer thickness and vertical integrals of heat transport
divergence. The climatological distribution of the geopo-
tential layer thickness (Z500-Z1000) is close to zonal with
a southward gradient (Figure 6a). The layer thickness is an
indirect measure of the air-mass temperature in the mid-
to low troposphere. Hence, the zero line in the Z500-Z1000
anomalies can be interpreted as the mean position of the
baroclinic zone, with the given cyclone centre location.
For both Regions A and B (Figure 6d,g) the Z500-Z1000
anomaly fields display air masses warmer (thicker) than
climatology air masses over Fennoscandia and the Bar-
ents Sea (positive Z500-Z1000 anomalies of up to 50m)
and colder than climatology over the Fram Strait, which is
in line with the above-discussed northerly wind field west
of the cyclone centre. The positive Z500-Z1000 anomaly
with relatively warm air masses reaches further north
into the northern Barents Sea with cyclones in Region A,
compared to Region B. Region A has also a more merid-
ionally oriented baroclinic zone between the positive and
negative anomalies running over Svalbard (Figure 6d,g).
Region B has the baroclinic zone more zonally south of
Svalbard. In these events the air masses over Svalbard are
10 WICKSTRÖM et al.
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F IGURE 6 DJF climatology of (a) Z500 − Z1000, (b) vertical integral of divergence of dry static energy transport, (c) vertical integral of
divergence of latent-heat transport, and the composites of their anomalies when a cyclone centre is in (d–f) region A, (g–i) region B and (j–l)
region C
colder than the climatology. The negative anomaly, down
to−50m, for Region B (Figure 6g) is centred over the Fram
Strait, being stronger than the corresponding anomaly for
Region A (Figure 6d) with a−30m anomaly centred over
northeasternGreenland. The anomalies forRegionC show
a vast negative Z500-Z1000 thickness anomaly, down to
−50m, covering Svalbard, the Barents Sea, Fennoscandia
and northwestern Russia (Figure 6j), suggesting that the
air masses flowing around the cyclone centre are of Arctic
origin.
To better understand the energetics related to the
trends in cyclone activity,wehere consider in the following
anomalies of vertical divergence of the transport of latent
heat and dry static energy over the full atmospheric col-
umn (Figure 6, columns 2 and 3). We note that the average
DJF dry static energy transport convergence is an order of
magnitude larger than that of the latent heat (Figure 6b,c).
In line with the net atmospheric poleward transport of
energy, convergence dominates over the northern North
Atlantic for both dry static energy and latent heat, the DJF
mean being close to zero or slightly negative in Regions B
and C (Figure 6c).
For cyclone centres in the Fram Strait (Region A),
both the dry static energy and latent-heat transport diver-
gence have negative anomalies over and around Sval-
bard (Figure 6e,f), indicating above-climatology heating
in the region. The anomalies in the divergence in the
dry static energy transport are larger than those of the
latent heat. Region B has similar bimodality as Region
A, with dry static energy and moisture transport conver-
gence east of the Svalbard archipelago and divergence in
the Fram Strait. This bimodal distribution aligns well with
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TABLE 1 DJF trends in climate variables over the period 1979–2016 (change per decade)
Region A Region B Region C








Trend: 3.9 W⋅m2 /decade
(p< .001)






Trend: 4.2 W⋅m2 /decade
(p< .001)












Note: The regions A, B and C are indicated on the map in Figure 2a.
the synoptic situation with cold-air advection west and
warm-air advection east of the cyclone centre. In Region
C, the divergence fields have a positive anomaly indicat-
ing larger-than-climatological cooling effect, in line with
advection of cold and dry air over the region in cases with
cyclones in Region C.
To summarize the local impacts ofDJF cyclone activity:
with cyclone activity in Regions A and B, the Greenland
Sea and Barents Sea regions experiencewarmer andwetter
winter conditions (Figure 4e,h,f,i), whereas with cyclone
activity in Region C, the composites are colder and drier
than the DJF climatology in regions A and B (Figure 4k).
The MSLP field associated with composites of Regions A
and B indicate a northerly wind in the Fram Strait, west of
the cyclone centre, advecting cold air into Regions A and
B with a compensating southerly wind to the east of the
centre (Figure 4d,g). This is seen as an anomalous surface
heat loss (gain) in the regions with cold (warm) advection
in both the turbulent flux and long-wave radiative fields
(Figure 5e–p). Region C is again showing generally colder
and drier conditions over Svalbard, with a net surface heat
loss in most of the Barents Sea (Figures 4k,l and 5p).
Further, we have calculated the trends in the cli-
mate variables (Table 1). At a 95% significance level
we find a warming trend in all regions of interest
(Region A: 1.1 ◦C/decade, Region B: 0.67 ◦C/decade and
Region C: 0.58 ◦C/decade). Also, both upwelling and
downwelling long-wave radiation have significant posi-
tive trends reflecting surface warming and increase in the
cloudiness and water vapour in the atmosphere. In line
with the general warming, the Z500-Z1000 layer thick-
ness has a positive trend of 10 m/decade. The trend in the
Z500-Z1000 layer thickness is, however, significant only in
Region A. MSLP, precipitation intensity, turbulent fluxes
and the vertically integrated divergent fluxes of dry static
energy and latent heat do not have significant trends in the
regions of interest.
3.3 Trends in cyclone densities
and their relation to climate indices
We have so far shown that the cyclone densities have sig-
nificant temporal trends around Svalbard (Regions A and
B) and in the southeastern Barents Sea (Region C), and our
composite analysis suggests that the consequences of these
changes are warmer and wetter winter conditions around
Svalbard (Figures 4–6). We now move on to the third, and
last objective of the study; connecting the documented
cyclone density trends to larger-scale climate indices and,
in Section 3.4, to baroclinicity.
The temporal and spatial variability in cyclone tracks
is related to the variability in the surface pressure field,
and, thus, to climate indices (typically derived from empir-
ical orthogonal functions of theMSLP field) characterizing
such variability. We here correlate three well-established
climate indices encompassing the North Atlantic: the
Scandinavian pattern (SCA), the Arctic Oscillation (AO)
and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) with the DJF
cyclone densities. The indices were downloaded from
the National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center
(https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data). Positive phases of
AO andNAO indicate a zonal polar tropospheric jet stream
(Barnston and Livezey, 1987). Opposite to AO and NAO,
the positive phase of the SCA (Barnston and Livezey,
1987) represents a large-scale atmospheric state with a
high-pressure ridge, typically a blocking high, over the
Scandinavian peninsula. This pattern favours ameridional
storm track, steering cyclones into the Fram Strait rather
than into the southern Barents Sea and northern Scandi-
navia (Bueh and Nakamura, 2007; Vihma et al., 2019).
The results from our correlation analysis (Figure 7)
show that for SCA the correlations are predominantly neg-
ative in the region from Iceland to the Barents Sea and
positive in the Fram Strait. Hence, the correlation pattern
of SCA and cyclone density is roughly the opposite of that


































































F IGURE 7 Correlation between DJF cyclone densities
(number of track points) and (a) the Scandinavian pattern, (b) the
Arctic Oscillation and (c) the North Atlantic Oscillation. The boxes
labelled A, B and C are the areas we have identified as hot spots of
DJF change in cyclone density. Areas where the trends are
significant (90% level) are hatched
of AO and NAO (Figure 7b,c), which display negative cor-
relations in larger parts of the Fram Strait and positive
correlations around Iceland and the central Barents Sea.
NAO can be considered a local (Atlantic) component of
AO and it is not surprising that these indices have simi-
lar correlation patterns with cyclone density in the study
region.
Amongst the climate indices, SCA generally displays
the strongest correlations with the cyclone densities for
Regions A, B and C. The trend in SCA over the time period
of interest is positive (trend= 0.013/year, p= .16). Further-
more, there are significant positive correlations between
SCA and cyclone density within Region A and significant
negative correlations in the vicinity (west) of Region C.
Thus, the positive trend in SCA, though not statistically
significant, supports to some degree the documented pos-
itive (Regions A and B) and negative (Region C) trends in
cyclone densities.
3.4 Changes in baroclinicity
Baroclinicity is a key driver for intensification and persis-
tence of extratropical cyclones.
Central parameters in this regard are N and EGR, the
latter of which is a measure of baroclinic instability at the
mid-tropospheric level and, thus, a measure of the poten-
tial for cyclones to develop and grow (see Equation 2 in
Section 2).N is the buoyancy frequency (see Equation 3 in
Section 2), which is incorporated in EGR together with the
vertical wind shear, accounting for the buoyant fraction of
the available potential energy for cyclone intensification
and persistence in the given layer. Both parameters have
been applied several times in previous studies to assess
changes in extratropical cyclones (Simmonds and Lim,
2009; Koyama et al., 2017).
The DJF climatology of N (Figure 8a) shows, as
expected, a positive meridional gradient (increasing with
increasing latitude). At 64◦N,N is around 0.0105 s−1 and at
90◦N it is around 0.013 s−1. We find a negative trend in the
DJFN in the Greenland Sea and the Barents Sea regions in
the period 1979–2016 (Figure 8c). This trend likely reflects
the observed winter warming in these regions, which is
strongest close to the surface (Cohen et al., 2014). The
negative trend in N is significant (p< .1, hatched areas in
Figure 8c) in most parts of Region B and in one patch in
Region C.
TheDJF climatology ofEGR (Figure 8b) shows a north-
ward decreasing potential for cyclone growth, which is
in agreement with the northward increasing static stabil-
ity (Figure 6a), as EGR is an inverse function of N. In
DJF, EGR has a significant positive trend north of Sval-
bard (3×10−3 day−1) reaching to theNorth Pole (Figure 8d).
This is a region with climatologically high static stability
and low EGR in winter (Figure 8a,b). Further, in addi-
tion to N, EGR is a function of the mid-tropospheric
wind shear, which is often dominated by the strength of
the tropospheric jet stream. In the high-latitude North
Atlantic region, the Arctic front jet stream is the most
likely source of wind shear. Since the statistically sig-
nificant changes in N mostly do not align with the sta-
tistically significant changes in EGR, we attribute the
changes in EGR to changes in the wind shear rather
than N. Consequently, this indicates an increased fre-
quency of events with increased wind shear over Sval-
bard and north of it manifested as positive trends in EGR
(Figure 8d).
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F IGURE 8 DJF climatologies of (a) static stability (N) and (b) Eady growth rate (EGR) and trends in (c) N and (d) EGR for the period
1979–2016 (see Section 2 for definitions of N and EGR). Areas where the trends are significant (90% level) are hatched. Greenland is filtered
out due to high elevations
We find a positive trend in EGR over parts of and north
of Svalbard and this is close to regions (Regions A and B)
where we find significant positive trends in cyclone den-
sity. To the south of Svalbard, we find negative trends in
EGR, but these are mostly insignificant.
Our results on baroclinicity show that there have been
significant changes in both EGR and N in the vicinity of
our regions of interest. These results suggest that atmo-
spheric energetics in DJF has become more favourable for
cyclone birth and development. The increased EGR and
decreased N support cyclone trajectories penetrating fur-
ther north, and hence, support the positive cyclone density
trends found in Regions A and B.
Several previous studies have found a northward
shift in the cyclone track within our study region (e.g.
Tamarin-Brodsky and Kaspi, 2017). It is an intriguing
question whether the observed increase in cyclone densi-
ties in Regions A and B, and the corresponding decrease
in Region C, are parts of a local component of such a shift.
The documented correlations between SCA and cyclone
densitieswithin these areaswould support this hypothesis,
and the same can be said about the increased (decreased)
values of EGR (N). Furthermore, we do not find any sig-
nificant temporal trends in cyclolysis or cyclogenesis (not
shown) within the area of interest, which would indicate
that the number of cyclones remain fairly constant over
time. To shed further light on the hypothesis of a local shift
in the storm track, we correlated the DJF cyclone densities
in Region B and C (where the most significant changes are
found). Indeed there is a significant, negative correlation
between these (R = −0.54, p-value = .005).
4 DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have investigated changes in cyclone
activity over the high-latitude North Atlantic and
their regional consequences applying a storm-tracking
algorithm on ERAI 1979–2016 MSLP fields along with
a composite analysis. We found the strongest significant
(p< .1) trends in cyclone density in DJF with positive
trends around Svalbard (1.3 cyclone track points per
decade inRegionA and 3.0 cyclone track points per decade
in Region B) and negative trends in the southeastern Bar-
ents Sea (−4.5 cyclone track points per decade, Region
C). A similar hotspot of DJF cyclone density increase
around Svalbard and in the Barents Sea was found by
Zahn et al. (2018) and Rudeva and Simmonds (2015). The
strength of the positive trend and the exact location of
this hotspot, though, vary slightly between the studies.
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These discrepancies likely result from differences in the
time periods analysed, the tracking algorithms used, and
the geographical binning applied. However, comparing
our results to those of Zahn et al. (2018) and Rudeva and
Simmonds (2015), we can probably exclude the role of the
tracking algorithms in generating differences. The track-
ing algorithms used in these studies are shown to produce
very similar results (schemes M10 and M22 in Fig. 1 in
Neu et al. (2013)).
However, unlike previous studies (Dong et al., 2013;
Rudeva and Simmonds, 2015; Tamarin-Brodsky and
Kaspi, 2017; Zahn et al., 2018), we also addressed the
regional consequences of cyclone activity in regions show-
ing changes over the last decades. Our study is the first
to extend the scope of a cyclone density change study to
local consequences in the northernmost North Atlantic.
Applying composite analysis, we found cyclone activity
in Regions A and B to co-occur with positive surface tem-
perature and precipitation anomalies over Svalbard and
larger parts of the Barents Sea. These manifest alongside a
higher energy content of the atmospheric column, as seen
by the convergence of the vertically integrated transport
of dry static energy and latent heat, and a reduced net
ocean surface heat loss via radiative and turbulent fluxes
and a shallower Z500-Z1000 layer in the same region. The
corresponding anomalies for cyclone activity in Region C
are broadly similar in geographic extent, however, with
opposite signs.
We found a significant negative correlation between
winter cyclone densities in the northwestern (Region B)
and southeastern (Region C) Barents Sea, and simultane-
ously no significant increase in cyclogenesis or cyclolysis
in the high-latitude North Atlantic. Based on these find-
ings, we hypothesize that a shift toward a more merid-
ional DJF storm track in this region is responsible for
the documented positive (negative) trend in cyclone den-
sity in Region B (Region C). A significant decrease in
Brunt–Väisälä frequency in Region B and an increase in
Eady Growth Rate north of Regions A and B support an
increase in baroclinicity and, hence, enhanced cyclone
activity in this region. Further, the significant correlations
between SCA and cyclone densities have the best match
geographicallywith the regionswhere there are significant
changes in cyclone densities (Regions A, B and C). Also,
SCA is the climate index with a positive (though not sig-
nificant) trend over the study period, which is qualitatively
in line with an increased frequency of a more meridional
storm track.
Several studies have addressed the question of how
climate change alters baroclinic zones and, hence, storm
tracks activity (Dong et al., 2013; and others). A pole-
ward shift of the storm track is reported by a majority
of these studies and, in addition, Tamarin-Brodsky and
Kaspi (2017) report an enhanced poleward propagation of
cyclones with the climate change. Our results with signif-
icant increases in cyclone density in the north (Regions
A and B) and significant decreases the south (Region C)
agree well with these results on a regional scale.
The areas in the western Barents Sea and around Sval-
bard, where we find significant positive trends in cyclone
densities in winter (Regions A and B), have also expe-
rienced other rapid recent changes. These include the
globally highest rates of wintertime 2 m air temperature
increase (Førland et al., 2011; Kohnemann et al., 2017)
and the most rapid winter sea ice decline (Parkinson and
Cavalieri, 2008; Screen and Simmonds, 2010). In addition,
Årthun et al. (2012) show that the oceanic heat inflow into
the Barents Sea has increased and that this inflow controls
the location of the sea ice margin in the western Barents
Sea. The absence of sea ice during winter strongly alters
the surface heat exchange and stratification of the air col-
umn and, hence, potentially leads to changes in cyclone
intensification and dissipation (e.g. Kuo et al., 1991; Jaiser
et al., 2012). Jaiser et al. (2012) further showed how the
reduced stratification modulates the complex interactions
of baroclinic wave energy fluxes on time-scales of a few
days. Koyama et al. (2017) examined the possible connec-
tion between the recent Arctic sea ice loss and pan-Arctic
cyclone activity. They found changes in baroclinicity sug-
gesting an increased potential for cyclogenesis in years
with low sea ice extent. Possible reasons for this could be
more moisture available, regional baroclinicity, and verti-
cal stability changes, all favouring cyclogenesis. However,
when tracking individual cyclones, Koyama et al. (2017)
did not observe a coherent increase in either cyclone fre-
quency or intensity associated with sea ice loss.
We found cyclone activity in Regions A and B to
co-occur with positive surface temperature and precipita-
tion anomalies over Svalbard and large parts of the Barents
Sea. With the large relative increase in cyclone occur-
rence in Regions A and B (Figure 2) and the documented
increases in extreme cyclones in the region (Koyama et al.,
2017), there is a risk of increasing harmful (even devastat-
ing) impacts of cyclones in the Svalbard region. Especially
in times with rapidly diminishing sea ice extent and rising
DJF air temperatures, the additional heat and momentum
from an individual cyclone might be enough to start win-
ter melt and break-up of sea ice. Examples of high-impact
wintertime cyclone events include the December 2015
storm Frank bringing above-zero temperatures to the
North Pole (Boisvert et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017; Yam-
agami et al., 2017; Hong et al., 2019). Also worth men-
tioning are the rain-on-snow events, such as those docu-
mented by Hansen et al. (2019). High-precipitation events
in autumn and winter have led to destructive avalanches
(Hancock et al., 2018) in Svalbard.
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Regional changes in cyclones, such as the increase in
wintertime cyclone density over the Fram Strait found
in this study, may also impact local ocean circulation.
For example, Nilsen et al. (2016) found that an enhanced
dominance of southerly wind stress, induced by the afore-
mentioned increased cyclone densities, resulted in an
increased inflow of Atlantic water into the fjords of west-
ern Spitsbergen. In turn, Luckman et al. (2015) found such
intrusions of warmwater into the fjords to be an important
control of calving rates of maritime-terminating glaciers
on Svalbard.
Despite reporting significant trends in cyclone occur-
rence for the time period 1979–2016, our results do
not allow prediction of future changes in cyclones in
our study region. In general, current climate models
do not predict considerable intensification (deepening)
of extratropical cyclones (Li et al., 2014). This is, how-
ever, possibly due to challenges in modelling the factors
affecting cyclone activity, which is sensitive to model
resolution, atmosphere–ocean coupling, and parametriza-
tion of subgrid-scale physical processes (Willison et al.,
2013). Also, projected shifts in the storm tracks are a sum
of several competing factors, an example being changing
temperature gradients at different altitudes (Harvey et al.,
2014).
Focusing on the northern North Atlantic, both the his-
torical and future changes in cyclone activity are primarily
controlled by the factors affecting baroclinicity. Due to
the competing effects of (a) the amplified Arctic warming,
reducing the meridional temperature gradient and hence
decreasingEGR, and (b) sea ice decline, reducing stratifica-
tion and hence increasingEGR, the observed changes have
varied between regions and also the future changes will
depend on the region and time-scale addressed. Recent
papers have suggested that wintertime cyclone activity in
the Arctic will decrease toward the end of the century
(Tamarin-Brodsky and Kaspi, 2017; Day et al., 2018). How-
ever, the two competing effects on EGR may make the
changes hard to model reliably. Further, due to sea ice loss
and reduced boundary-layer stratification, near-surface
winds over the northern Barents Sea and Svalbard region
are in any case projected to increase (Ruosteenoja et al.,
2019), which, together with higher air temperatures, are
expected to increase the impacts of cyclones.
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